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Winston Chung Commits to a $10
Million Gift to UC Riverside
Winston Chung, a Chinese battery technology scientist, inven-
tor and entrepreneur, has expressed his intent to give $10 million
to support clean battery power, solar energy and sustainable trans-
portation research at the Bourns College of Engineering.
Chung and UC Riverside
Chancellor Timothy P. White
signed a memorandum of
understanding that will lead to
the gift, which will make
Chung the largest individual
donor to the campus in UC
Riverside history.
Chung is the founder of
Winston Global Energy
Limited and inventor of the
rare earth lithium yttrium bat-
tery.
“The University of
California, Riverside wel-
comes Mr. Winston Chung as an integral partner in our education-
al and research mission,” White said. “His investment in this uni-
versity will result in generations of students and faculty sharing
their knowledge with local and global communities, and in new
materials and new energy sources for an energy-hungry world.”
Reza Abbaschian, dean of the Bourns College of Engineering,
said Chung’s work on electric vehicles is a perfect match with the
Bourns College of Engineering-Center for Environmental
Research & Technology (CE-CERT) and the Southern California
Research Initiative for Solar continued on page 18
SOLAR PANELS INSTALLED AT
LOCAL IVDA FACILITY
The Inland Valley Development Agency (IVDA), a joint pow-
ers authority
redeveloping the
n o n - a v i a t i o n
portion of the
former Norton
Air Force Base,
SCRIP, Inc. a
non-profit com-
munity develop-
ment corpora-
tion, and SPG
Solar Inc., a
leading com-
mercial solar
developer  partnered to bring solar power to the San Bernardino
(SBD) Corporate Center. The continued on page 11
Winston Chung (middle) and UC
Riverside Chancellor Timothy P.
White shake hands as Rez
Abbaschian, dean of the Bourns
College of Engineering, looks on.
LAEDC Report Says
Southern California,
California, U.S.
Economic Recovery is
Underway, Stronger
Growth in ’12
OUTLOOK FOR
THE RIVERSIDE-SAN
BERNARDINO AREA
The outlook for the
Riverside-San Bernardino
(Inland Empire) area remains
partly cloudy in 2011, particu-
larly with regards to the housing
market and the construction
industry. The Inland Empire has
experienced a long and deep
recession. A surge in the num-
ber of foreclosures along with
plummeting home values in
construction and soaring job-
lessness resulted in the worst
ever economic crisis for the
Inland Empire.
However, the region began
to recover along with the rest of
Southern California in 2010.
The recovery will be slower for
the Inland Empire, as it has
continued on page 5
Inland Empire
Economic Partnership
Announces Changes
The Formation of the Inland
Empire Business Council, Dr.
John Husing Appointed Chief
Economist and Founding
Director of the Inland Empire
Economic Center of Riverside
and San Bernardino Counties,
the Restart of the Inland Empire
Public Partners and a Strategic
Alliance with The Community
Foundation Serving Riverside
and San Bernardino—
The Inland Empire
Economic Partnership (IEEP)
announces a sweeping realign-
ment of its efforts to better the
employment climate and quali-
ty of life in the Inland Empire.  
Paul C. Granillo, president
and CEO of the Partnership
announced several steps to
bring this about. They include:
• Creation of the Inland
Empire Business Council
• Appointment of Dr.
John Husing as chief economist
and the development of the
Inland  Empire Economic
continued on page 19
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PACIFICA HOST HOTELS
ACQUIRES ALOFT ONTARIO-
RANCHO CUCAMONGA
Hospitality Division of San Diego-Based
Pacifica Companies Adds First Starwood Hotels &
Resorts Property to Its Portfolio
San Diego-based Pacifica Host Hotels announced it has complet-
ed the acquisition of Aloft Ontario-Rancho Cucamonga in Rancho
Cucamonga.  Located minutes from the Ontario Convention Center
and north of the Ontario International Airport, the urban-inspired
hotel provides a fresh contemporary way for business and leisure
travelers to enjoy sunny southern California. 
Celebrated as the first Aloft hotel to debut in the U.S. in June
2008, Aloft Ontario-Rancho Cucamonga boasts 135 loft-like rooms,
intuitive and accessible technology and a vibrant, social atmosphere.
The hotel is in close proximity to shopping, restaurants and sports
venues, including Ontario Mills Mall and Citizens Bank Arena, and
provides easy access to Ontario International Airport. 
“We are excited to announce the acquisition of our first Aloft
hotel and new relationship with Starwood Hotels & Resorts
Worldwide, Inc.,” said Ash Israni, chairman of Pacifica Companies.
“Aloft Ontario-Rancho Cucamonga further diversifies and invigor-
ates our portfolio of hotels with one of the fastest growing and most
successful brands in the industry and increases our presence in south-
ern California.” 
Pacifica Host Hotels is the hotel ownership and management arm
of Pacifica Companies. Its portfolio comprises more than 30 proper-
ties in Arizona, California, Florida, Texas and Utah and represents
brands such as Marriott, Hilton, Crowne Plaza, Holiday Inn, Holiday
Inn Express, Wyndham and Best Western.  Other assets include inde-
pendent properties at the Grand Canyon, on Catalina Island, in San
Diego and Florida. 
SBA Announces Grant to Orange
County/Inland Empire Regional Small
Business Development Center
Network to Support Job Creation
Small businesses in Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino
counties will soon have greater access to critical resources to help
them start or grow their businesses and create jobs, thanks to a
$957,229 grant to SBA’s Orange County/Inland Empire Regional
Small Business Development Center (SBDC) Network, hosted by
California State University, Fullerton—Auxiliary Services
Corporation.
The funding was provided under a key provision of the Small
Business Jobs Act of 2010 signed by the President last September,
which provided $50 million in grants to SBA’s SBDCs across the
country to support job creation and retention within the small busi-
ness community by providing in-depth business consulting and
advice to entrepreneurs and small business owners.
The Jobs Act grants are a one-time funding intended to meet
the critical need for business expansion and job creation, and are
not intended to replace the core funding or the matching funds that
the SBDCs require to sustain the program annually. This one-time
only grant is awarded to the Lead Center who will then sub-award
the grant to its service centers to carry out proposed Jobs Act-relat-
ed activities, including partnering with a technology incubator to
increase the commercialization of technology; hiring a consultant
to work on Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small
Business Technology Transfer continued on page 39
Best Best & Krieger
Hires Two Attorneys for Business
and Labor Practices
Attorneys Join Riverside Offices
One business attorney and a labor litigator have joined Best
Best & Krieger LLP in their Riverside office.  The attorneys
are:
Lowell M. Zeta, an associate in the business services group
in Riverside, where his practice focuses on commercial and
environmental litigation for private businesses and public agen-
cies. Before joining BB&K, Zeta worked at AlvaradoSmith,
APC in Orange County, where he successfully secured multiple
million dollar judgments on behalf of clients, including in
excess of $2 million against a national construction and devel-
opment firm.
Zeta graduated from Creighton University School of Law in
Omaha, Nebraska in 2008. At Creighton, he authored an article
recommending improvements to state health care systems by
removing anti-competitive barriers. The article, published in
the Creighton Law Review, has been cited as an authority in the
District Court for the Eastern District of Washington and the
United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
Elizabeth A. James, an associate in the labor and employ-
ment law practice in Riverside. Primarily a litigator, James rep-
resents private and public sector employers in various employ-
ment-related claims, including discrimination, wrongful termi-
nation, the California Fair Employment and Housing Act,
Americans with Disabilities Act, and Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act, which prohibits most workplace harassment and
discrimination.
James received her law degree from the University of
California, Hastings College of the Law in 2010. During law
school, she was a summer associate at BB&K, served as an
extern for Orange County Superior Court Judge Jamoa A.
Moberly and was named student of the year for Moot Court in
2010.
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News and Features
The Mommy Trap—Family-Prenup for Financial
Insurance Susan Spencer discusses the Jack and Jill
Syndrome—mothers who become single parents with no
savings, no child support and no career.  She suggests
that a “family prenup” might be helpful before marriage
—insuring the couple’s children have some financial 
security. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Five Ways to Make the Most of the Recovering 
Economy at Your Company Many economists are 
saying that the U.S. economy is finally on an uptick.  
Now that more growth is possible, Dan Adams warns that
it’s the time to make sure your company is poised to get 
its share of the economic recovery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Where Is the Money?  The Government Has It The 
federal government is the largest single buyer of goods 
and services in the U.S. The governments have money to 
spend. Because not every business is qualified, the field 
can be a little less crowded. Jim Bain outlines basic steps
to get started in working with the government. . . . . . . . . . . 17
Winners and Losers in the “New Normal” Economy
—the Top 10 Differences It is the best of times and the
worst of times for companies today. Too many 
businesses are reacting in fear.  There are 10 key 
differences between a thriving company and a floundering
one in this economy. Companies should ask some very 
important questions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Remembrance of Things Before Computers J. 
Allen Leinberger reviews the past and present 
technologies that are changing our lives—hopefully for 
the better. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
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Quotations on “Fear”
The thing in the world I am most afraid of is fear.
Michel De Montaigne
He who is afraid of a thing gives it power over him.
Moorish Proverb
A superior man is the one who is free from fear and anxieties.
Confucius
Depression, gloom, pessimism, despair, discouragement,
these slay ten human beings to every one murdered by typhoid,
influenza, diabetes or pneumonia.  If tuberculosis is the great
white plague, fear is the great black plague.  Be cheerful.
Frank Crane
It is never safe to look into the future with eyes of fear.
E. H. Harriman
The worst sorrows in life are not in its losses and misfor-
tunes, but its fears.
Arthur Christopher Benson
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more ground to make up due to its
exposure to the housing collapse
and the dramatic decline in foreign
trade volumes in 2009. The construction, manufacturing and trade
related sectors are the key drivers of the Inland Empire economy.
The good news is
that they all began
to pick up last year.
The better news is
that this year the
area should begin
to see job gains.
The recovery in
the Inland Empire
will not progress
strongly until the
housing market
recovers and that is
not expected for at
least a year or so. The Inland Empire registered more defaults and
foreclosures per
capita during the
economic down-
turn than any other
area of
S o u t h e r n
C a l i f o r n i a .
However, median
housing prices
appreciated by
+10% in 2010
compared with
2009. Note that the
median price of an Inland Empire home is still significantly below
where it was before the crisis. In fact, median home prices in the area
have dropped to
their 2001 price
levels.
The region’s
construction indus-
try has been hit the
hardest and the
results show in the
employment fig-
ures. Construction
employment in
2010 dropped by -
14.8% from 2009,
and was -57% below the peak levels of June 2006. New industrial
and office construction permits
LAEDC...
continued from pg. 1
continued on page 12
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The Top HMO’s
Ranked By Inland Empire Enrollment
The Top PPO’s
Ranked By Inland Empire Enrollment
Company Name Membership: Profile Offices: Contracts: IE Hosp. Patient Care Fac.: Top Local Exec.
Address Inland Empire Model Type Inland Emp. Companywide Hosp. Group I.E. Title
City/State/Zip Companywide I.E. Employees Companywide Physicians I.E. Hosp. I.E. Phone/Fax
Companywide Employees Fed. Qualified? Physicians Companywide Hosp. Total E-Mail Address/Website
Kaiser Permanente Med. Centers 550,728 Managed Care 5 31 17 Gwen Kleist 
1. 9961 Sierra Ave., Fontana, CA 92335 9,100,000 6,900 337 N/A 2 Public Affairs
10800 Magnolia Ave., Riverside, CA 92505 N/A Yes 645 20 (Calif.) (909) 427-5269/427-7193
11,345 (951) 353-3601/353-3002
www.kaiserpermanente.org
PacifiCare of California 332,400 Network 1 21 50 Stephen Hemsley
2. 5701 Katella Ave. 2,400,000 50 20 229 28 CEO
Cypress, CA 90630 3,000 Yes 2,416 229 (714) 952-1121/226-3025
www.pacificare.com
Aetna U.S. Healthcare of Calif., Inc. 233,169 IPA/Group 1 32 28 Mike Giar
3. 2677 N. Main St., Ste. 500 4,963,412 159 310 4,513 32 V.P. Sales & Service
Santa Ana, CA 92705 47,000 Yes 3,298 4,513 (714) 972-3407/972-3390
www.aetna.com
Health Net 220,928 IPA/Group 1 23 44 Gene Rapisardi
4. 650 E. Hospitality Ln., Ste. 200 1,717,000 25 25 275 23 Regional Vice President
San Bernardino, CA 92408 1,000 Yes 3,300 298 (909) 890-4100/890-4163
36,000 www.hndental.com
Inland Empire Health Plan 298,515 IPA 1 29 N/A Brad Gilbert
5. 303 E. Vanderbilt Way, Ste. 100 370 1 N/A CEO
San Bernardino, CA 92408 No 1,825 N/A (909) 890-2000/890-2019
www.iehp.org
Molina Healthcare of CA 90,000 Managed Care WND WND WND Dr. Joseph Mario Molina
6. One Golden Shore Dr. 248,537 N/A President
Long Beach, CA 90802 9,915 (562) 435-3666/437-1335
www.molinahealthcare.com
CIGNA Healthcare of Calif. 50,000 IPA/Network 0 15 N/A na
7. 400 N. Brand Blvd., 4th Floor 700,000 0 6 265
Glendale, CA 91203 500 Yes N/A (818) 500-6262/500-6480
18,000 www.cigna.com
Universal Care 7,477 Staff/Mixed 1 18 14 Jay B. Davis
8. 1600 E. Hill St. 150,000 7 3 145 18 Executive Vice President
Signal Hill, CA 90806 910 No 1,300 145 (562) 981-4028/981-4096
5,000PCP/15,000SPC www.universalcare.com
Company Name Enrollment: Staffing I.E. Contracts: Profile: Top Local Executive
Address Inland Emp. Staffing Companywide I.E. Hospitals Parent Company Title
City/State/Zip Companywide I.E. Offices Physicians I.E. Headquarters Phone/Fax
Total Offices Physicians Companywide Year Founded I.E. E-Mail address/Website
First Health 405,251 0 34 Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corp. Richard M. Mastelar
1. 10260 Meanly Dr. 8.4 mill. 1,500 2,640 Nashville, TN CEO
San Diego, CA 92131 0 235,624 N/A (800) 939-6824/(858) 278-1262
62 www.firsthealth.coventryhealthcare.com
Aetna U.S. Healthcare, Inc. 53,292 159 27 Aetna Inc. Ed Tanida
2. 10370 Commerce Center Dr. 3,504,409 47,000 3,333 Hartford, CT Region Network Operations Manager
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 1 262,771 1981 (800) 872-3862/972-3390
310 www.aetna.com
United Healthcare of California, Inc. 15,207 0 25 United Healthcare Corp. Emery Dameron
3. 4500 E. Pacific Coast Hwy., Ste. 120 2,381,567 30,000 2,369 Minnetonka, MN COO
Long Beach, CA 90804 0 262,000 1986 (800) 357-0978/951-6646
81 www.uhc.com
Health Smart 20% 1% 32 The Parker Group Marcus Wafkins
4. 2575 Grand Canal Blvd., Ste. 100 2.9 mill. 42 2,549 Irving, TX Manager
Stockton, CA 95207 407,978 1984 (209) 473-0811/473-0863
info@interplanhealth.com
Health Net 7,500 29 47 Foundation Health Systems Gene Rapisardi
5. 650 E. Hospitality Ln. 88,000 3,500 3,720 Woodland Hills, CA Regional Vice President
San Bernardino, CA 92408 1 43,295 N/A (909) 890-4100/890-4163
www.hndental.com
PacifiCare of California 1,162 0 21 PacifiCare Health Systems, Inc. Howard Hemsley
6. 5995 Plaza Dr. 16,678 na 2,155 Santa Ana, CA President/CEO
Cypress, CA 90630 1 30,263 1978 (714) 952-1121/226-3914
www.pacificare.com
PTPN WND 0 N/A N/A Michael Weinper, MPH, PT
7. 26635 West Agura Rd., Ste. 250 27 mill. 43 N/A Woodland Hills President
Calabasas, CA 91302 0 3,000 (PTs) 1985 (800) 766-PTPN/737-0260
info@ptpn.com
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Pomona Valley Hospital Awarded
Primary Stroke Center Certification
From The Joint Commission
Fills gap in San Gabriel Valley and western
San Bernardino County
Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center (PVHMC) has earned its
Primary Stroke Center certification.
The Joint Commission (TJC) recently notified the hospital that
they have earned the Gold Seal of Approval™ for certification as a
Primary Stroke Center after undergoing an on-site evaluation and
demonstrating compliance with nationally developed standards for
stroke care.
Receiving the Stroke Center designation fills a gap in certified
stroke services for a large geographic area in Southern California.
No other hospital from Arcadia to Colton is certified as a stroke cen-
ter.
“In stroke care ‘time is brain,’” states Richard E. Yochum, presi-
dent/CEO of PVHMC. “We have invested many hours and
resources to earn The Joint Commission’s certification as a Primary
Stroke Center. However, it is a certification that is needed within the
local area in order to best meet the needs of stroke patients.”
Having earned TJC’s Primary Stroke Center certification,
PVHMC now also qualifies as a member of Los Angeles County’s
Emergency Medical Services Agency’s Approved Stroke Centers.
These hospitals are linked to improve response times, treatment and
overall outcomes for people in Los Angeles County who suffer a
stroke. A similar network of hospitals in San Bernardino County
hopes to have their network of stroke specialty centers operational by
mid-year.
“Each year approximately 795,000 people experience a new or
recurrent stroke, which is the nation’s third leading cause of death,”
reports Neurologist Dr. Bhupat Desai and the medical director for the
hospital’s stroke program. “On average, someone suffers a stroke
every 40 seconds and someone dies of a stroke every 3.1 minutes.
The clinical team at PVHMC is at the ready, 24-hours-day, seven-
days-a-week to provide unparalleled care for stroke patients.”
There are two types of strokes. An ischemic stroke accounts for
about 80 percent of strokes. It is caused by a clot in a blood vessel
of the brain that blocks off the flow of blood and oxygen to brain
cells. A hemorrhagic stroke is caused by the bursting of a blood
vessel in the brain which also interrupts the flow of blood and oxy-
gen to brain cells.
The more frequent stroke, the ischemic stroke, responds well to
clot busting medicine, known as tPA, which dissolves the clots.
Ideally tPA should be administered within the first 4.5 hours of the
onset of stroke symptoms. Because stroke injury worsens with each
passing second, early identification and rapid treatment of stroke are
critical to minimizing morbidity and mortality. If patients, or those
who witness a stroke, activate the Emergency Management System
(EMS), by calling 911, treatment outcomes can improve significant-
ly with early intervention.
“Stroke Centers provide a continuum of care from initial assess-
ment through hospitalization and rehabilitation,” said William
Koenig, M.D., medical director of LA County EMS. LA County’s
stroke network couples Primary Stroke Centers with a patient desti-
nation policy that will enable the transport of select 911 stroke
patients to a Primary Stroke Center – rather than the nearest hospital
– in order to optimize care and minimize death or disability from
stroke.
“The best thing we all can do to continued on page 39
Dutton Pushes
Job-Friendly Legislation
Senate Republican Leader Bob Dutton (R-Rancho Cucamonga)
introduced several pieces of legislation as part of his on-going effort
to improve California’s business climate and grow the economy.
“We have the second highest unemployment rate in the nation,
and a big reason for that is the burdens this state has placed on small
businesses,” Senator Dutton said. “These bills will help to keep and
create jobs by making California competitive with other states and
by easing restrictive policies that add to the cost of doing business.
They are also a win-win for employees and employers as they pro-
vide greater flexibility to employees in determining work sched-
ules.”
The package of pro-jobs legislation introduced by Senator
Dutton includes:
SB 395, which would spur manufacturing and research and
development growth by exempting the purchase of machinery and
equipment for those uses. California is only one of three states in the
U.S. that taxes manufacturing equipment purchases with no credit or
exemption. Manufacturing jobs are among the best paid, with an
average wage of $60,000. However, since 2001, California has lost
over 600,000 manufacturing jobs. SB 395 is a modest step towards
restoring this vital sector of the work force.
SB 357, would increase investment in California by providing
businesses with the necessary certainty that recently purchased
equipment would not be made useless by new regulations.
Specifically, this bill would prohibit a government entity from estab-
lishing regulations that would render equipment obsolete before the
equipment had been fully depreciated unless businesses receive a
refundable tax credit equal to the equipment’s depreciation value.
SB 367, would allow companies with 25 or fewer employees to
more easily adopt flexible work week schedules. This bill would
introduce greater flexibility into employee schedules, allowing them
to adjust their work schedules to fit their needs. Along those same
lines, SB 378 would clarify existing law as it relates to workplaces
with approved flexible work week schedules, making it easier for
employees and employers to change the schedule if the need arises.
SB 389 would clarify how employees are allowed to take their
meal and rest breaks during the work day. Confusion surrounding
existing law has led to costly litigation and administrative costs for
businesses, and has removed any flexibility for the employee to vol-
untarily skip the meal or take it at
a more convenient time.
Eliminating this confusion will
make it easier for employers and
employees to operate.
“We have more than two mil-
lion people in California who
need a job,” Senator Dutton said.
“This package of bills not only
helps those who are currently
employed be more flexible in the
work place, it relieves some of the
burdens on small businesses that
have restricted them over the
years.”
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Change is inevitable; growth is
optional…the future belongs to those
who prepare for it.
Many companies are making the move that everyone with cus-
tomers will be expected to become involved in the sales process.
There are quite a number of people who took jobs in a technical sup-
port function and, as a result, these employees are especially nerv-
ous about these new responsibilities. Their response is quite interest-
ing. The company would devel-
op and natural interface with
their customer base, speed
along the customer service
experience and manage costs
more efficiently. The CSR
would have an opportunity to
experience some personal/pro-
fessional growth, while devel-
oping marketable skills for
future career enhancement.
Here’s the challenge, many of
these employees are ready to
quit because they got into this
work to help people, not to sell
them. Change is not easy.
Although many companies will
be planning some basic sales
training for this situation, if they don’t help the CSR’s get over their
fear, the project will fail.
If your company is pursuing this type of state-of-the-art business
tactic, the theory is that everyone, no matter what his or her job, has
some role is selling the product. Following this theory, your depart-
ment would naturally become more involved on the front-end of a
sale because your employees have such close contact with cus-
tomers on a second-by-second basis.
The problem is that your employees are being asked to do a job
for which they weren’t hired. In addition, sales has an unfortunate
reputation as being a profession for pushy extroverts. Your task
becomes one of building their confidence while convincing them
that they do not have to change their personality to become solid
sales professionals—good salespeople are helping people by leading
them to the right product. 
Try these tactics:
1. Show your enthusiasm for their new roles. Enthusiasm is
contagious. Every time the subject comes up, tell you employees
how excited you are about it. Emphasis how their skills and knowl-
edge make them perfect. Tell them you know how well they’ll do
because sales is just a small extension of customer support. Leave
no doubt in their minds that this is exciting, fun and a chance to
grow.
2. Use role-plays. In our Sales Advantage course, role-play
exercises are a crucial part of the training. The participants can prac-
tice new skills in a safe, non-threatening setting. They can work
together to develop “scripts” for overcoming objections unique to
their industry. They naturally begin to support each other and pass
along tactics they’ve found successful.
I would encourage you to have weekly role-play meetings where
your staff brings in especially sticky problems they’ve had to deal
with. See how several people would
Richard Bonar
continued on page 32
OPINION
Another CA manufacturer gone, but
we fail to acknowledge the problem
By Gino DiCaro
The other day the Inland Daily Bulletin wrote about a California-
based hydrogen-powered fuel cell company, Bing Energy, deciding
to locate its manufacturing, along with a headquarters and a technol-
ogy lab, in Tallahassee, Florida. Bing officials indicated clearly that
it was 15 percent cheaper to operate in Florida and that the Sunshine
state unequivocally wanted them there.
In the same article, Chris Thornberg of Beacon economics coun-
tered, “we’ve lost a lot of manufacturing jobs, but a lot less than in
other states. California (manufacturing) is weathering the storm bet-
ter than the nation overall.” The Public Policy Institute of California
similarly countered that, “only a small fraction of the state’s job loss-
es are due to businesses leaving the state.” Brad Kemp, also of
Beacon Economics, indicated that any statements about California’s
negative business climate become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
What? These are highly respected economists and institutions,
but we can’t just will this problem away.
I offer the following retort:
To Thornberg’s “CA losing less” remark: California lost 37
percent of its manufacturing base since 1990 while the country lost
34 percent. This period included the high technology boom in
California so we are really losing ground in traditional manufactur-
ing employment. But more important—look at recent manufacturing
investment and facility growth compared to other states. This tells
us our future. It’s not good. Since 2007, California is among the
worst in investment dollars and new facilities.
New manufacturing investment has come in at only $235 per per-
son in California but a whopping $1,335 per person nationally.
New and expanded manufacturing facilities have been built or
expanded at only 3.7 facilities per million people in California com-
pared to 28.7 per million nationally.
This tells us all we need to know about the climate for manufac-
turing in California. We are near the bottom in new manufacturing
growth.
To PPIC’s “fraction of job losses due to leaving” remark:
California businesses actually picking up and moving entire opera-
tions to other states has always been just a part of the equation. The
important question is who is expanding in the state? It’s the lack of
new growth that is the most troubling.
To Kemp’s “self-fulfilling prophecy” remark: If mere words
repeated again and again could improve the business climate for
California manufacturing, this blog would be shouting to the
rooftops. Sadly, investors actually run the numbers prior to putting
millions of dollars at risk. I don’t think Bing Energy, the subject of
the article, looked to comments made in the news about California’s
business climate to make their decision.
This raises a troubling question: If we can’t count on economists
to avoid magical thinking, how can we expect legislators to govern
with a higher standard?
Gino DiCaro is  vice president of CMTA (916-498-3347).
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STOCK CHART
Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation’s leading investment banking and financial
advisory organizations. All stock data on this page is provided by
Duff & Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recom-
mendation is intended or implied. (310) 689-0070.
Five Most Active Stocks
Advances 7
Declines 4
Unchanged 1
New Highs 5
New Lows 0
Monthly Summary
2/22/11
Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM - Not Meaningful
American States Water Company 
Basin Water Inc.
Channell Commercial Corp. 
CVB Financial Corp. 
Emrise Corp. 
Hansen Natural Corporation (H)
Hot Topic Inc. 
Kaiser Federal Financial Group, Inc. (H)
Outdoor Channel Holdings, Inc. (H)
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc.
Provident Financial Holdings Inc. (H)
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc. (H) 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc. 18,192,900
Hansen Natural Corporation 10,473,890
CVB Financial Corp. 7,380,900
Hot Topic Inc. 4,351,250
American States Water Company 1,156,390
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month 43,765,720 
Ticker 2/22/11 1/31/10 %Chg. 52 Week 52 Week Current P/E Exchange
Close Price Open Price Month High Low Ratio
AWR
BWTR.Q
CHNL
CVBF
ERI
HANS
HOTT
KFFG
OUTD
FACE
PROV
WPI
34.01 34.00 0.0 39.61 31.24 24.5 NYSE
0.002 0.002 -15.8 0.01 0.00 NM OTCPK
0.45 0.09 400.0 2.50 0.05 NM OTCPK
8.48 8.28 2.4 11.85 6.61 14.4 NASDAQGS
0.69 0.90 -23.3 1.35 0.46 NM ARCA
55.69 56.64 -1.7 58.48 24.01 23.9 NASDAQGS
5.46 5.43 0.6 9.96 4.58 NM NASDAQGS
13.37 11.94 12.0 14.70 7.26 24.4 NASDAQGM
8.00 8.00 0.0 8.50 4.31 NM NASDAQGM
3.80 3.85 -1.3 4.24 1.90 NM NASDAQGS
8.23 7.75 6.2 8.25 3.02 7.5 NASDAQGS
54.90 54.52 0.7 57.52 37.61 37.1 NYSE
Company Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close Month Change
Kaiser Federal Financial Group, Inc. (H) 13.37 11.94 1.43 12.0%
Provident Financial Holdings Inc. (H) 8.23 7.75 0.48 6.2%
CVB Financial Corp.  8.48 8.28 0.20 2.4%
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc. (H) 54.90 54.52 0.38 0.7%
Hot Topic Inc.  5.46 5.43 0.03 0.6%
Company Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close Month Change
Hansen Natural Corporation (H) 55.69 56.64 -0.95 -1.7%
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc.  3.80 3.85 -0.05 -1.3%
Outdoor Channel Holdings, Inc. (H) 8.00 8.00 0.00 0.0%
American States Water Company  34.01 34.00 0.01 0.0%
Hot Topic Inc.  5.46 5.43 0.03 0.6%
THE GAINERS
Top five, by percentage
THE LOSERS
Top five, by percentage
March 2011
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The Mommy Trap
Family-Prenup for Financial Insurance
By Susan P. Spencer
Jack and Jill met at work
and fell in love. They both
were earning mid five figure
salaries and on a fast track to
advance with the company. Jill
married Jack. The following
year Jill got pregnant and
within two years they had two
children. Jack agreed with Jill
that she should stay at home
and raise their children. Three
years later Jack left Jill. Jack
and Jill no longer went up the
hill together—Jill became a
single mother with no savings,
no child support and no career
and her life came tumbling
down.
I call this the Jack and
Jill Syndrome. More than five
million divorced, single-moth-
er families live in the United
States today according to the
Census Bureau’s 2010
Population Survey. Over half
of these mothers receive no
child support. Although
greater than three-quarters of
single-mothers work, they and
millions of children as well,
are living at or below the
poverty level. A single-moth-
er’s money woes are actually a
double whammy because she
has to support herself and her
children. This profoundly
impacts this generation of
national treasure—our chil-
dren, who are among the most
vulnerable.
The Jill’s of the world,
regardless of whether they are
educated and formerly held
good jobs or are high school
drop-outs, all suffer from soci-
ety’s prevailing view that rais-
ing children is not a valued
occupation that carries with it
an economic benefit. So
what’s a Jill to do?
As a lawyer who has han-
dled matrimonial matters, (not
by choice but as an accommo-
dation to corporate clients),
and prepared prenuptial agree-
ments, it dawned on me that
women could benefit from the
protection afforded by a
“prenup” type of agreement
signed before marriage that
was devised to avert the Jack
and Jill outcome.
A little background might
be helpful here to put prenup-
tial agreements in context.
Historically, marriages were
arranged by families who
wanted to protect their inherit-
ed property that was handed
down from generation to gen-
eration to the first son. The
romantic notion of marriage is
a relatively contemporary phe-
nomenon which has interject-
ed a seemingly disparate
ingredient (love) that compli-
cates the ability to reach an
agreement. It is no wonder
that women try to avoid any
discussion of an arrangement
that involves love, children,
money and property concur-
rently. But that is exactly what
they must do if they want to
preserve their wellbeing and
that of their future children.
I believe a newly fash-
ioned “family-prenup” that
includes compensating stay at
home mothers who raise the
couple’s children and take
care of the home and appor-
tions the cost of providing for
their children until they are
18, would produce an equi-
table solution. Three primary
subjects need to be settled and
documented to start the ball
continued on page 29
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The County of San Bernardino Workforce
Investment Board and Workforce Development
Department is ready to assist your business at no
cost with the following services:
• Recruitment assistance
• Funds to train new employees
• Labor market information
• Pre-screened qualified
applicants
• Access to a large applicant pool
• Facilities available for
recruitments
• Layoff prevention assistance
• Outplacement of laid-off
workers
• Hiring tax credits
FREE BUSINESS WORKSHOPS
9650 9th St., Rancho Cucamonga
To Register Call 951-781-2345 or visit www.iesmallbusiness.com
Attention Business Owners
San Bernardino County Workforce Investment Board Funds
Innovative Program
Improve Business...Create More Jobs!
5 Months of World Class Business Coaching at NO COST to you.
Funded by the County WIB to help YOU improve your business
and create more jobs in our county!
This is a VERY intense program suited for the business owner
driven by success!
Program includes:
• Business Health Assessment
• Goal Alignment Consultation
• Operational Plan Development
• Weekly Coaching to ensure plan implementation
• DISC Communication Assessments to improve teamwork
• Opportunity to grow profits save jobs
Program Funds are EXTREMELY Limited!
Call 951.543.9901 to see if you qualify!
Small Business Recognition Program 
Honors First Recipient 
Every month Supervisor Gary C. Ovitt will be accepting nomina-
tions of small businesses that are successfully working to improve
our local economy and are making a difference in the community. 
The initial winner for the month of January was Rosa Rangel,
owner of Montclair Florist. The business has operated continuously
close to 20 years serving the needs of the community.
Rosa is being honored for her commitment and contributions to
her community. She has served for many years as a Montclair
Chamber of Commerce board member and for the past two years as
chairperson, a position requiring long hours and selfless devotion to
the local small business community while simultaneously running
her own business. 
“Rosa has demonstrated the true values of entrepreneurship and
leadership,” said Supervisor Ovitt.   He added, “From the businesses
that are chosen for business of the month, one will be recognized as
the Fourth District’s “Small Business of the Year.”
“Small businesses are vital to the economy of San Bernardino
County,” said Supervisor Ovitt. “Owners of small businesses should
be commended and recognized for their hard work and entrepreneur-
ial spirit, especially now when the economy makes things difficult for
them.”
Nominated businesses need to be located within the cities of
Chino, Chino Hills, Montclair, or Ontario. Small businesses can be
nominated by e-mailing: supervisorOvitt@sbcounty.gov or contact
the district office at (909) 465-1895. Please include the name of the
business, business owner’s name, address, and the reason why you
are nominating that small business.
448-kilowatt commercial solar
system will offset up to 55 percent
of the facility's electricity bill and
create green jobs and sustainable development in the region. 
“Solar-generated electricity is an important part of our eco-
nomic development plan. Both the economics and the environ-
mental benefits make sense,” said Michael Burrows, assistant
director of IVDA. “We are committed to green energy initiatives
throughout the region.” 
The installation, including American-made solar panels, adds
nearly 20 clean-tech jobs to the community, provides an annual
savings of $90,000 and offsets the emission of 7,825 tons of pol-
lutants over 25 years.
“The IVDA installation is a great example of how solar is
creating jobs at the county and municipal levels, while cutting
future operating expenses and supporting initiatives for reduced
carbon emissions,” notes SPG Solar President and CEO Chris
Robine. 
The new solar system has been constructed on the former
Defense Finance and Accounting Service facility, which was
acquired and rehabilitated by the IVDA. The building, now iden-
tified as the SBD Corporate Center, is home to a number of coun-
ty offices. The Sustainable Communities Reinvestment
Partnership, SCRIP Inc, acted as the developer responsible for
the overall coordination and management of the project. SCRIP
Inc., formed in 2008, was created to advance the development of
energy efficient projects, sustainable development techniques
and a healthier living environment in the San Bernardino valley.
“This project brings us another
Solar Panels...
continued from pg. 1
continued on page 39
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declined dramatically during
the recession but 2010 saw
slightly better activity.
Nonresidential construction
should continue to improve in
2011, but will remain well
below peak levels reached prior
to the recession.
Total nonfarm employment
dropped by -31,900 jobs in
2010. After construction, the
sectors that suffered the biggest
job losses in the Inland Empire
were wholesale and retail trade,
state and local government, and
manufacturing. All were
impacted by the severe decline
in employment, consumer
spending, and the housing mar-
ket.
The unemployment rate in
the Inland Empire reached
14.5% in 2010 and is expected
to drop to 14.1% by the end of
this year. Persistently high
unemployment has been really
difficult for the Inland Empire
to overcome and the results can
be clearly seen, as retail sales
have suffered. However, retail
sales are expected to improve
throughout 2012 as unemploy-
ment declines and personal
income increases.
It is important to point out
that the recovery in the Inland
Empire will lag other parts of
California and the U.S. as the
area is attempting to come up
out of a very deep hole. The
good news is the dramatic
declines seen in 2009 have
ended and the area has begun
the process of recovery. Still,
the recovery in the Inland
Empire will seem slow as
unemployment and housing
remain significant issues during
the forecast period. Nonfarm
employment is expected to
remain stable in 2011 and then
increase by +1.5% in 2012.
The stellar recovery at the
twin ports had positive results
for the Inland Empire’s trans-
portation and wholesale trade
sectors in 2010, particularly in
the latter half of the year. The
area will begin to see even more
positive results in the coming
months. The Inland Empire
plays a pivotal role as a distribu-
tion center for many of the
goods flowing through the ports
of Long Beach and Los
Angeles. World trade volumes
rose by +16% in 2010 and are
projected to increase by +6% to
+7% in 2011. In fact, imports
from Asia to the U.S. are
expected to rise by nearly +8%
in 2011. It is important to
remember that over 40% of the
U.S.’s imported containers
come through the ports of LA
and Long Beach and roughly
50% of these imports are bound
for Southern California. All of
this will translate into positive
results for the transportation
and logistics sector in the Inland
Empire.
The severe downturn of the
Inland Empire economy
brought migration into the area
to a halt. Again, what formerly
was a part of the Inland
Empire’s competitive advantage
has become a detriment to
recovery. Rapid population
growth, particularly from 1998-
2008 was one of the key eco-
nomic drivers for the area.
However, the economic recov-
ery in 2011 should end the
LAEDC...
continued from pg. 5
continued on page 16
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Five Ways to Make the Most of the Recovering Economy at Your Company
The economy is beginning
to improve, but is your company
poised to take full advantage? 
Dan Adams offers advice on
how you can make the most of
the economic recovery.
The U.S. economy is finally
on an uptick. According to
Federal Reserve Chief Ben
Bernanke, the economy is set to
grow by 3-4 percent in 2011.
That’s great news for businesses
that have been seeing decreas-
ing or stagnant numbers on their
revenue reports for the last cou-
ple of years. But now that more
growth is possible, Dan Adams
warns that it’s time to make sure
your company is poised to get
its share of the economic recov-
ery.
“The best way to shape your
company’s economic recovery
into the most profitable form
possible is to deliver more than
your share of customer value,”
says Adams, author of “New
Product Blueprinting: The
Handbook for B2B Organic
Growth,” (www.newproduct-
blueprinting.com).
“Specifically, you need to
develop differentiated products
that provide benefits your cus-
tomers crave. Products they
can’t get anywhere else at a
comparable cost. Doing so will
accelerate your growth in the
upturn and insulate you from
the worst of the next down-
turn.”
Adams notes that you must
keep in mind that your competi-
tion won’t be standing idly by
while you innovate and grow
during the improving economy.
To stay ahead of your competi-
tion, you should keep a targeted
focus on what sets your compa-
ny apart in your industry.
“There could be any number
of marketable differences,”
explains Adams. “Are your sci-
entists smarter? Do you spend
more on R&D? Do you have a
longer time horizon? These
things can give you an incre-
mental edge, but the best way to
deliver substantial new cus-
tomer value is this: Don’t
approach the problem the same
way your competitors do.” 
Adams recommends using a
differentiated approach for dif-
ferentiated products. He says
most competitors approach
product development with a
supplier-centric mentality,
meaning they develop new
products based on what they
think their customers need.
Instead, suppliers should use a
customer-centric view, focusing
on what their customers know
they need.
To avoid this trap, he sug-
gests following the five tips
below:
• Implement your cus-
tomers’ ideas, not yours. Do
you have a new product devel-
opment process, perhaps with
stages and gates? Is the first
stage labeled “New Idea”? If so,
that’s fine, but here’s the ques-
tion: Whose ideas are listed in
this stage—yours or your cus-
tomers’?
“I’ve trained clients in hun-
dreds of B2B industries and
find suppliers nearly always
begin product development
with their ideas rather than their
customers’,” says Adams. “The
result is that they don’t know if
they are truly meeting their cus-
tomers’ needs until they can
watch the sales results of their
new product!
“Most companies make the
critical mistake of starting with
the supplier solution and ending
with market needs,” he contin-
ues. “But what if they inverted
their process by starting with
market needs and ending with
supplier solutions? Actually,
two things would happen. First,
because B2B customers are
more insightful, rational, and
interested than their B2C coun-
terparts, suppliers would learn
much more about customer
needs than their competitors.
Second, they’d prime those
B2B customers to buy their new
product by engaging them with
highly interactive interviews.”
• Conduct B2B-opti-
mized interviews. Of all the
ways to learn about customer
needs—telephone, mail survey,
Internet—nothing comes close
in effectiveness to face-to-face
customer interviews. If the
information being sought is
new, complex, or ambiguous—
as with B2B product design—
the advantages of interviews
become even greater. So is the
customer interview a key fix-
ture in most new product devel-
opment processes? For many
producers, the answer is no.
Perhaps with so many rou-
tine customer interactions, it’s
assumed much of it must be
interviewing. But if you exam-
ine the call frequency of your
sales and technical service staff,
you will likely find that over 90
percent of face-to-face cus-
tomer communication is of the
“tell-and-sell” variety. Some
might protest, “But we get lots
of input from our customers on
what they want in new prod-
ucts.” The reality, though, is
that most new product discus-
sions are actually customer-
reactive meetings, not market-
proactive interviews.
“You’ll know a market-
proactive interview when you
see it,” says Adams. “First, a
team targets an attractive mar-
ket segment. Then it schedules
interviews with customers,
prospects, and their customers’
customers. Two-or-three-person
technical-commercial teams
prepare their questions and
interviewing roles in advance.
During the interviews, these
teams use advanced listening,
probing, and interviewing skills
continued on page 18
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Victorville City Update
By Collette Hanna, Business Development Manager
City of Victorville Economic Development
Dr. Pepper Snapple and
Industrial Wastewater
Treatment Facility
When Dr. Pepper Snapple
(DPS) first approached
Victorville as a possible location
for its facility for manufacturing
and distribution to the Western
United States, the Southern
California Logistics Airport
(SCLA) was an ideal spot for
their state-of-the-art facility.
The land was adequate and the
City of Victorville was able to
address its site location issues.
Infrastructure improvements
were to be made to handle its
operation, with a significant
issue being the need to handle
discharge of up to 750,000 gal-
lons of wastewater a day. The
City approved a $31 million
Industrial Wastewater Treatment
Facility (IWTF) to handle DPS’
needs as well as other high
wastewater discharge uses.
Working with the City of
Victorville Economic
Development and Development
Departments, the permit
issuance was fast tracked and
construction on the state-of-the-
art 850,000 square-foot manu-
facturing and distribution facili-
ty started in March 2009. The
warehouse portion of the facility
was opened by December 2009
and the manufacturing portion
of the facility opened in
February 2010. Running at full
capacity, the plant will have the
ability to produce up to 40 mil-
lion cases of product annually.
The IWTF is a testament to
the City of Victorville’s proac-
tive business stance and innova-
tive problem solving ability. The
IWTF can handle up to 2.5 mil-
lion gallons of wastewater a day.
With the location of DPS and
the City’s new IWTF, Plastipak
Packaging followed with a site
location at SCLA. As DPS’ bot-
tling supplier, Plastipak moved
into a 290,000-square-foot facil-
ity to support DPS production.
DPS, IWTF, and Plastipak com-
bined have created approxi-
mately 300 high quality, living-
wage jobs in the Victor Valley.
DPS has invested over $120
million on the design and con-
struction of its facility. The
investment shows the confi-
dence and trust the company has
in Victorville’s economic stabil-
ity. DPS and the IWTF projects
have created a domino effect
which has brought in Plastipak
and interested other potential
users to SCLA.
Neighborhood Stabili-
zation Program
The City of Victorville has
been actively looking to address
the foreclosure problem that has
plagued the nation over the past
two years. The City’s Economic
Development Department
Housing Division has used the
American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act to fight the
foreclosure and abandoned
properties problem throughout
the city.
The Neighborhood
Stabilization Program (NSP)
gives funding to local govern-
ments to purchase homes that
have been foreclosed. The
homes are then rehabilitated and
placed back on the market for
prospective homebuyers. The
City of Victorville was awarded
$5.3 million in NSP funding and
has used the funding to purchase
14 properties. All the purchased
properties have gone through a
rehabilitation program and eight
houses either have been sold or
are currently in escrow. Two
properties purchased were
deemed unsafe for living and
were demolished.
The NSP funds have not
only put newly rehabilitated
affordable homes on the market
but have also boosted the local
economy. Approximately 38
local contractors and companies
have benefited from the fund-
ing. The City had a preference to
hire local contractors and com-
panies to ensure the local econo-
my benefited from this program
as well.
Victorville has dedicated
97% of all NSP funds—95% of
committed funds has been spent
on upgrading homes throughout
the city. The money spent has
allowed those entering the hous-
ing market affordable and reli-
able housing and eliminated
vacant foreclosed properties in
Victorville neighborhoods while
boosting the local economy by
working with local entities
throughout the program.
SCLA Aviation
Aircraft and engine testing
continues at SCLA, with the
Boeing 787 Dreamliner and the
Air Force’s Predator Planes
being some of the new projects.
The Boeing 787 Dreamliner
started its testing at SCLA in
March 2010. The flight-testing
schedule includes six planes fly-
ing a total of 90 hours per week
at the peak of testing. Boeing
will be mass producing the new
787 Dreamliner at a faster rate
than any other large airplane. Its
goal is to produce 120 new 787s
a year by 2013. Boeing has
approximately 300 employees
located in Victorville to flight
test around the clock in 12-hour
shifts.
The Air National Guard had
been temporarily leasing a
hangar at SCLA for its training
missions with the Predator. In
September 2010, the Air
National Guard broke ground on
a new $4 million hangar. The
new hangar is expected to be
completed within a year. The
Predator plane is an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) that is
commonly used for reconnais-
sance missions. Predator aircraft
is remote controlled by opera-
tors and carries cameras and
continued on page 39
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Cardenas Markets Inc. Scholarship Foundation
Announces a $150,000.00 Dollar Scholarship Donation to Assist
Students in the Inland Empire
The Cardenas Markets Inc.
Scholarship Foundation
announced that it will donate
$150,000 towards educational
scholarships to assist econom-
ically disadvantaged students
in the communities near or in
the service area of their stores.
In a process of partnership
development, Cardenas
Markets Inc. Scholarship
Foundation established a
scholarship agreement with
the University of California
Riverside, California State
University San Bernardino
and Inland Empire
Scholarship Fund. The
$150,000 one-time scholar-
ship donation will be divided
equally between the three
organizations and will be
implemented this academic
year.
Students will be selected
by the universities and the
Inland Empire Scholarship
Found and must meet the min-
imum requirements estab-
lished by the Cardenas
Markets Inc. Scholarship
Foundation:
• Have a cumulative
Grade Point Average of 3.0
• Demonstrate a sincere
desire to pursue a college edu-
cation
• Provide two letters of
recommendations from school
counselors, teachers or admin-
istrator
The Cardenas Markets Inc.
Scholarship Foundation has
also made prior donations to
other educational institutions
in or around the immediate
service area of their store
locations.
Prior recipients of the
Cardenas Markets Inc.
Scholarship Foundation
include Loyola Marymount
University, Imperial Valley
Community College, College
of the Desert, Chaffey
Community College, Mt. San
Antonio Community College,
College of Southern Nevada,
The Esperanza Scholarship
Foundation and the Inland
Empire Scholarship Fund—all
organizations mentoring and
assisting students in reaching
their academic success. 
Cardenas Markets Inc. is a
family-owned business, head-
quartered in Ontario, with 25
operating stores throughout
the Inland Empire, Pomona,
Coachella Valley, Riverside,
Imperial County and three
stores in Las Vegas Nevada.
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declines in migration, leading
demand for housing, retail and serv-
ices to grow again albeit very slow-
ly.
Eventually, the region’s competitive advantages will lead to a
resurgence in economic activity. The availability of abundant unde-
veloped land had been the major economic driver propelling the
area’s economic growth. The recession reversed that advantage as
the downturn negatively impacted the industries that most rely on
cheap land. However, the Inland Empire will recover strongly when
new home construction, manufacturing, industrial development and
logistics make a comeback. In the short-term, however, the only sec-
tor that will witness any real improvement is logistics and warehous-
ing as trade volumes continue to make a robust comeback.
Note also that the Inland Empire economy will undoubtedly per-
form well in the long run due to its position as the central hub for
logistics related to international trade and as the area where the most
significant population growth is expected. Then, the key advantages
for the Inland Empire will once again be the affordability of housing,
population growth and available low-cost land for additional ware-
house construction. For the Inland Empire it is just a matter of time
and patience, as the region is not expected to see the pre-recession
glory days for at least three to four years.
Positive Forces through 2011 and 2012
• Housing affordability: Although home prices have rebound-
ed slightly, housing affordability is much greater than before the
recession. Going forward, we expect housing in the area to remain
extremely affordable relative to earlier years and to the rest of
Southern California.
• Goods Movement: Trade volumes at the local ports have
experienced an outstanding recovery. They are expected to grow
again this year (albeit not as strongly) and into 2012. The projected
levels will not match the records set in 2006 and 2007. However, the
increase in activity will positively impact the Inland Empire ware-
house and distribution system network.
• Transportation projects: Federal stimulus funds will boost
infrastructure construction in the area and help create new jobs in the
region’s long suffering construction industry.
• Healthcare and education sectors: These were the only two
areas that grew in 2009 and they experienced growth in 2010 as well.
Expectations are for this trend to continue in 2011.
• Tourism: The leisure and hospitality sector lost -3,300 jobs in
2010. Tourism should begin to see a comeback this year as consumer
spending and personal income increase.
• Industrial Real Estate: Skechers will complete a 1.8 million
square-foot facility in Moreno Valley and Castle & Cook will move
into its new 520,000-square-foot center in Riverside this year.
Meanwhile, WinCo Foods is planning on building a two million-
square-foot facility in Beaumont. Also, the industrial vacancy rate in
the Inland Empire, while high, did improve from 12.4% in 2009 to
10.0% in 2010.
Negative Forces through 2011 and 2012
• Housing: High rates of defaults and foreclosures will still
pressure home values this year.
LAEDC...
continued from pg. 12
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SELLING TO GOVERNMENT
Where Is the Money?
(psst, the government has it!)
By Jim Bain
Success in business is all
about finding the money. In
today’s economy, the private
sector is reeling, but govern-
ments, both federal and state,
seem to have money to spend
and the desire to do so. The
problem is that being a contrac-
tor or vendor to the government
is a tough club to join. If you
jump through the right hoops,
and if you qualify, there are
plenty of opportunities, but
dealing with the bureaucracy
can be a mind blowing experi-
ence.
In the fiscal year 2008, the
federal government spent $550
billion for contracted goods and
services. That’s a lot of money!
Twenty-three percent (23%)
went to small businesses. In
fact, the federal government is
the largest single buyer of goods
and services in the U.S. The bot-
tom line is that governments
have money to spend. In addi-
tion to the more traditional
“annual contracting process,”
special programs such as the
American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA or the
Stimulus Program) are pumping
huge sums of money into the
American economy. And,
because not every business is
qualified, the field can be a little
less crowded. It sounds like a
great place to do business, and it
can be. But, beware! It isn’t for
everyone.
To get started working with
government follow these basic
steps.
1. Get qualified. If your
business qualifies for one of the
many socio-economic disadvan-
taged business programs such as
the Minority Business
Enterprise (MBE), the Women
Business Enterprise (WBE), or
the Disabled Veteran Owned
Enterprise, you should certainly
seek those designations. The
numerous set-aside programs
especially for those groups can
give you a huge leg up with
competing for contracts. If you
aren’t one of these special
groups, you must still get quali-
fied. Start by getting registered
with the Central Contracting
Registry or CCR. Then get
entered in the Dynamic Small
Business Search guide. Finally,
go to the Fed Biz Opps web-site
at www.FBO.gov to search for
those opportunities that best
match your goods and services.
All of these contacts can be
made through either the Small
Business Administration
(www.sba.gov)  or the General
Services Administration
(www.gsa.gov).
2. Be patient. As com-
pared to the private sector, gov-
ernment agencies have many
more rules to follow and levels
of approval before any decision
can be made. Remember that the
government has the extraordi-
nary challenge of dealing with
the change of leadership that
occurs every four or eight years.
Imagine a huge company in the
private sector that has not only a
new CEO every four years, but a
completely new executive group
with new ideas, new agenda,
and the desire to make their
mark.
3. Become familiar with
the cultural differences in gov-
ernment. Unlike the private
sector where the budget is a
guideline, government decisions
on spending are restricted by an
intricate budgeting process. If
the government can’t afford
something in this fiscal year,
they just wait until the new fis-
cal year and spend it then. It’s as
if they have a certain amount of
money in the bank, can only
spend that amount, and know
that more money will be put in
the “bank” at the beginning of
the next year.
4. Market to the govern-
ment just as you would to any
other market segment.  Do
your research. What do the vari-
ous government agencies with
whom you want to work need?
Who are the principle contacts?
How can you network with them
and others who have worked
with them? Remember too, that
many large contracts are let to
the private sector with the
caveat that small businesses and
disadvantaged business get a
lion’s share of the sub-contracts.
Find out who is getting the large
contracts and market your prod-
uct or service to them. It’s a
great way to get started working
with the government and build
your experience base and repu-
tation.
5. There ARE smart and
hard working people in gov-
ernment. The myth that there
are no such people is perpetuat-
ed by the difficulty government
units have in building the docu-
mentation required to get rid of
non-performers. As a result,
there seem to be a few people in
every department who don’t pull
their weight and are not held
accountable for it.  The whole
department then gets a reputa-
tion for being inefficient, inef-
fective, or lazy. Unfortunately,
that reputation then tars some
really dedicated and passionate
people who may, in fact, be the
large majority of the depart-
ment. Your job is to find those
smart, hard working people.
Keep looking, they’re there.
6. Be patient, again. Even
though government can be very
slow to react and very slow to
make a decision, when they do,
the expectation is that the pri-
vate sector can turn on a dime
and carry out the directive.
Accept it. Live up to it. They
will appreciate it and your repu-
tation as a good firm with which
to work will be built.
Success in business is all
about finding customers who
want what you have to sell and
can afford to buy it.
Governments, both federal and
state, have all kinds of needs
and a lot of money to spend.
While it can be difficult to get
your foot in the door and get
qualified, it makes no sense to
ignore the largest single pur-
continued on page 39
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Energy (SC-RISE) at UC
Riverside.
“Mr. Chung has created a
clean and efficient energy storage that is an expression of a sus-
tainable future,” Abbaschian said. “We are talking about vehicles
that go for 180 miles on a single charge and can be recharged in
the time it takes to stop and drink a cup of coffee.”
When an endowed fund is created in Chung’s name, UC
Riverside will:
• Name the building currently known as Engineering
Building II as Winston Chung Hall.
• Support two named professorships in the Bourns College
of Engineering: the Winston Chung Professorship in Energy
Innovation and the Winston Chung Professorship in
Sustainability.
• Establish the Winston Chung Global Energy Center with-
in CE-CERT. The center will initially focus on Life Source Rare
Earth Lithium batteries, which Chung invented, bio-inspired
technology and the development of clean energy and energy stor-
age.
Since arriving in the United States, Winston Global Energy
Ltd. announced it will provide $310 million to MVP RV, which is
based in Riverside, to promote motorhome exports to China.
Additional money will fund development of all-electric RVs and
fast-charging electrical systems.
The deal was one of about 70 between the U.S. and China
announced in connection with the official state visit by Chinese
President Hu Jintao, in what was called a demonstration of coop-
eration between the two countries.
MVP RV expects to export more than 30,000 motorhomes,
valued at approximately $5 billion, to China over the next three
to four years. The joint venture will push the number jobs at MVP
RV from 130 to more than 1,400.
Winston...
continued from pg. 1
to plumb incredible depths…and
the customers love it!”
• Get everyone listening to the voice of the customer. Some
large firms keep a small staff of highly trained VOC (voice of the
customer) experts poised for action. These folks parachute into a
project as dawn streaks the morning sky, interview your customers
for you, and hand you a report of “what the customer wants.” This
is a flawed model, says Adams. Most businesses chalk up thousands
of face-to-face customer meetings during the course of a year, as
sales reps, technical service reps, and others go about their normal
duties—so why not train these people to become VOC experts?
“They’ve already gained the customer’s trust, they know the cus-
tomer’s language, and there’s no extra travel cost,” he points out.
“Best of all, you’ll develop a reputation among customers as ‘that
supplier who really listens to us.’ Now that’s how to protect today
and position for tomorrow. So keep that handful of experts…but let
them become trainers and coaches for the masses, not primary inter-
viewers.”
• Get quantitative. After you perform great qualitative cus-
tomer interviews, you’ll have dozens and dozens of customer ideas
you could work on. But which ideas do you target in your new prod-
uct design? At this point in the process, it’s time to get quantitative.
“You need to understand which customer outcomes are most
important and least satisfied today,” explains Adams. “The metric
I’ve developed for this is called the Market Satisfaction Gap. It tells
you precisely which ideas the customer is eager for you to pursue.
The Market Satisfaction Gap prevents a fortune from being spent on
developing supplier-centric products that will make customers
yawn. Skip this step if you’ve got extra R&D resources you’re try-
ing to keep busy. But make this a priority if you want everyone
working on projects that will catapult you out of the recession faster
than competitors.”
• Research your customers’ alternatives. We often talk
about competitive products. That’s okay, but it’s actually healthier to
think in terms of customers’ alternatives. For example, if your com-
pany makes structural adhesives, alternatives for you might be other
adhesives, but they could also be welding or mechanical fasteners.
“In my experience, suppliers don’t look at customers’ alterna-
tives rigorously or early enough during product development,” says
Adams. “Proper side-by-side testing requires answers to four key
questions:
1) Which attributes should I test?
2) What test procedures should I use?
3) What test result is barely acceptable?
4) What test result leads to total satisfaction?
“The good news for the B2B supplier is that your customers are
smart enough to answer all of these questions. Well-designed, cus-
tomer-centric side-by-side testing will help you properly price your
product and avoid getting blindsided by competitors’ products.”
“Research shows that only one in four new products succeeds
once a project enters the costly product development stage,” says
Adams. “I doubt there is any other function within your company
where this level of failure and waste is tolerated. And supplier-cen-
tric product development is at the heart of the problem. The key to
taking advantage of the recovering economy is in changing the way
your company approaches offering new products. 
For more information, visit www.newproductblueprinting.com
Five Ways...
continued from pg. 13
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The Ninth Circuit Holds
Pharmaceutical Sales Representatives
Exempt From Overtime Pay Under
the Fair Labor Standards Act
On Feb. 14, 2011, the United States Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit affirmed a district court opinion holding that
SmithKline Beecham Corporation d/b/a GlaxoSmithKline (“GSK”)
properly classified its Pharmaceutical Sales Representatives as
exempt employees under the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”).
Generally speaking, an employee is entitled to receive overtime
compensation unless he or she qualifies for an overtime exemption.
For instance, the FLSA exempts from overtime any employee
employed “in the capacity of outside salesman.” Although the
FLSA does not define “outside salesman,” it defines “sales” as “any
sale, exchange, contract to sell, consignment for sale, shipment for
sale, or other disposition.” The Department of Labor’s (“DOL”)
2004 regulations define “outside salesman” as an employee whose
primary duty is “making sales” within the meaning of the FLSA and
who is “primarily and regularly engaged away from the employer’s
place of business in performing such primary duty.”
Many pharmaceutical companies, including GSK, classify their
sales representatives as exempt from overtime requirements. This
case was one of many filed against pharmaceutical companies over
the last several years alleging that sales representatives were mis-
classified and, accordingly, are entitled to be paid overtime.
Although GSK argued that it properly classified the Plaintiffs as
exempt from overtime pursuant to both the “outside sales” and
“administrative” exemptions, the Court’s analysis turned exclusive-
ly on the “outside sales” exemption.
In this case, GSK’s sales representatives made “calls” on physi-
cians to encourage them to prescribe GSK products. In so doing,
they presented physicians with information about GSK’s products,
provided samples, and asked for a “nonbinding commitment from
the physician to prescribe the [sales representative’s] assigned
product when medically appropriate.” Plaintiffs typically worked
outside of their assigned GSK office and spent much of their time
travelling to physicians’ offices.
Due to federal law regulating the pharmaceutical industry, the
sales representatives “cannot sell samples, take orders for medica-
tions, or negotiate drug prices or contracts with either physicians or
patients.” Consequently, Plaintiffs argued they did not “sell phar-
maceuticals,” and therefore, are not outside sales representatives
within the meaning of the FLSA.
The Ninth Circuit disagreed, finding that the Plaintiffs’ argu-
ment “ignored the structure and realities of the heavily regulated
pharmaceutical industry.” Because federal law prohibits pharma-
ceutical manufacturers from directly selling prescription medica-
tions to patients, the appropriate focus of the “sell/buy” inquiry is
on the physician. The Court noted that more than 90,000 sales rep-
resentatives make daily calls to physicians “for the purpose of driv-
ing greater sales.” The Ninth Circuit further rejected Plaintiffs’ con-
tention that they did not sell products because no transfer of goods
for money occurred. Rather, the Court found that sales representa-
tives attempt to obtain an “absolute maximum commitment” from
the physician to prescribe the assigned product when medically
appropriate, which is “for all prac- continued on page 25
Center housed at the IEEP
•Restart of the Inland Empire
Public Partners
• A strategic alliance between IEEP and The Community
Foundation serving Riverside and San Bernardino Counties
“Riverside and San Bernardino Counties deserve an organiza-
tion dedicated to making Inland Southern California a better place
to live and do business; these changes are the beginning steps of
making our Partnership that group.”
“In our new configuration we will be better situated to focus on
the desires of the business community of Riverside and San
Bernardino, as well as, the other unique needs of the Inland
Empire,” said Granillo.
The new Inland Empire Business Council will be made up of the
private members of IEEP. “The mission of the IEBC will be razor
sharp,” said Granillo. “The Business Council will be comprised of
the top businesses in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties and
their leadership will drive the mission of the Council which is to
make San Bernardino and Riverside Counties more competitive and
job friendly.”  
In order to accomplish that mission associated with the new IE
Business Council will be the Inland Empire Business Political
Action Committee.  IEBIZPAC will be involved in supporting polit-
ical and legislative efforts and candidates that support a business
and jobs agenda that can increase the region’s prosperity.
The Inland Empire Economic Partnership announced that Dr.
John Husing has accepted an appointment as the chief economist of
the organization. Dr. Husing will also serve as the founding director
of the Inland Empire Economic Center. The new center will focus
on working with local community, business, educational and public
entities in the development of an economic strategy aimed at raising
the standard of  living in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties.
In its new configuration, IEEP’s division serving the public sec-
tor will be formed around the restarted Inland Empire Public
Partners. This group will be comprised of member cities and public
agencies from within the Inland Empire. The purpose of the Public
Partners will be to provide a vehicle for Inland Empire governments
to decide upon those elements of economic and quality of life poli-
cy on which they wish to undertake coordinated region-wide efforts,
and work with IEEP and the Inland Empire Business Council to exe-
cute them. Given the importance of quality of life, to the prosperity
of our region, the Inland Empire Economic Partnership is pleased to
announce a strategic alliance with The Community Foundation
Serving Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. The Community
Foundation currently manages $58 million dollars in charitable con-
tributions and endowments that are used to enhance the lives of peo-
ple living in the region. The Community Foundation will manage
the existing IEEP Foundation fund. The Community Foundation
will also serve as a resource to the entire Partnership membership.  
Daniel Foster, President/CEO of The Community Foundation
states, “Historically, our region has suffered tremendously over the
decades due to prevailing competitive, silo, and local mindsets.
However, the era of ‘regionalism’ has arrived in the Inland Empire,
and our region’s future quality of life and economic prosperity will
be highly dependent on developing key regional two-county part-
nerships and cross sector collaborations.”
“We believe that this partnership with IEEP and John Husing
will help lay the foundation for addressing some of the region’s
most pressing needs, challenges, and opportunities of the future.
Ultimately, we anticipate that this partnership will leverage some of
the region’s best ideas, talent, and resources for the betterment of
the communities of the Inland
Inland Empire...
continued from pg. 1
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Winners and Losers in the “New Normal” Economy—The Top 10 Differences
By Stuart Morley
How is it that companies
that have been around for more
than 100 years failed in this
economic downturn while
other younger companies like
Apple, Facebook, WalMart and
The Huffington Post continued
to grow? It is a similar picture
for many lesser-known, mid-
sized companies: some have
failed and others have thrived,
irrespective of their industry,
size or location.
It is the best of times and
the worst of times. Too many
businesses are reacting in fear,
pulling back and struggling.
There are 10 key differences
between a thriving company
and a floundering one in this
economy. Ask yourself, are
you:
Sticking to your industry
or crossing the boundaries?
The struggling businesses
spend a lot of time trying to
copy the “big guys” in their
industry and wonder why this
approach does not work for
them. Successful businesses
seem to ignore the big guys and
focus on current and prospec-
tive customers. When probed
further, it was found that many
of these successful businesses
are finding opportunities at the
overlap of two or more indus-
tries. These businesses try to
follow the example of compa-
nies like Cirque Du Soleil who
combined elements of both the
circus and theatre industries in
better venues than the average
circus.  Is your company look-
ing for opportunities at the
boundaries of your industry?
Focusing on economists
or customers?
Embattled businesses seem
to be consumed by watching
and reading about bad econom-
ic news trying to understand
the mind of economists. The
successful businesses seldom
have time to watch TV or read
a newspaper. It does not mean
they don’t hear the bad news; it
is everywhere. They just don’t
dwell on it. They are busy
watching and reading about
their customers and going to
customer events, customer
trade shows and customer sem-
inars to better understand their
mind of the customer.
When did you last go to a
customer trade show or event
rather than events for your
industry?
Focusing on price or
value?
We all know stories of air-
line passengers paying ten
times the price of other passen-
gers. This approach works in
many industries. Service can
be escalated based on value
and delivered to some clients
who would pay ten times as
much for the added value. The
struggling businesses are stuck
in commodity-type situations
with very little price flexibility.
The successful businesses find
ways to get price control and
avoid competition because they
are better at articulating their
value and using different ways
to price their services.
How much control do you
have over your pricing?
Talking to industry lead-
ers or to employees?
It is amazing how much
time business leaders will
devote to their industry events.
They sit on committees and
attend conferences for their
own industries, spending more
time talking to competitors and
industry gurus than they do
talking to employees who are
in daily contact with cus-
tomers. The successful busi-
nesses seldom send people to
events in their industry. They
spend more time reviewing
employee surveys than indus-
try surveys.
Have you recently asked
employees about what cus-
tomers are saying that could
open the door to new products
and services?
Preparing for best of
times or the worst of times?
The struggling businesses
are clinging to their existing
products and services and
focusing on cutting costs in all
areas to protect cash in the
short term. These businesses
assume things are only going to
get worse. However the suc-
cessful businesses say they are
seeing more volatility and they
are having some of their best
months and some of their worst
months all in the same year.
Thriving businesses are
focused on finding things that
will help them in the good
months and the bad months.
They are breathing life into
more experiments with new
product and service ideas than
ever before. Analysis has
shown that most of their rev-
enues today come from prod-
ucts and services they did not
offer a few years ago.
How much of your rev-
enues and profits are products
and services you did not offer a
few years ago?
Focusing on jobs or proj-
ects?
The most dynamic compa-
nies today have 80% of their
employees spend more of their
time on projects and only 20%
doing routine work. It seems
the struggling businesses are
caught up in traditional man-
agement hierarchies where
employees are viewed as hav-
ing routine job descriptions.
Management wants employees
to do the routine work faster,
rather than finding the next
breakthrough opportunity.
Successful businesses seem to
recognize and manage projects
carefully, as they find this is
where they generate most of
the new ideas and break-
throughs.
How much of your compa-
ny is project focused versus
routine focused?
Doing more or less?
We are so busy we tend to
stick with existing methods
because we don’t have enough
time to stop, reflect, research,
and implement better methods.
The struggling businesses add
new work to employees’ to-do
lists. The successful businesses
have regular exercises to find
things to stop doing, so that
employees can find free time to
do new things.
When is the last time your
company had an exercise to see
what you could stop doing?
Standardizing or living at
the edge of chaos?
The struggling businesses
seem to love installing new,
complicated (often computer-
based) accounting, manufac-
turing or supply chain systems
because that is what the big
companies in the industry have
done. They hope this will be
the “silver bullet” to solve all
their problems. These large
complicated systems work well
in situations where all the vari-
ables are known. However,
successful businesses tend to
avoid these large complicated
systems because they felt they
were not in control of all the
variables that impacted their
business. Complicated systems
cannot function in complex
environments where many
variables are unknown.
Successful companies use a
wide range of smaller, flexible
systems focused on tracking
customers and trends rather
than tracking employees and
continued on page 28
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SELLING YOUR BUSINESS
Beyond Market Multiples: Increasing the Value of Your
Company Before the Sale
By Kenneth H. Marks
Great news! After a long
drought of M and A activity, the
market for private companies is
showing signs of life and recov-
ery. If you own, operate or
advise a middle-market compa-
ny, $5 million to $500 million in
revenue, what does this mean
for you and your clients when
thinking about shareholder liq-
uidity or selling the business?
And how can you improve the
odds of getting a deal done?
From a private equity per-
spective, the dollars invested in
middle-market companies more
than doubled from 2009 to
2010. Publicly traded strategic
buyers like the S and P 500 com-
panies have historical levels of
cash, and are seeking to deploy
part of this hoard to generate
significant revenue through
external growth initiatives like
acquisitions, which can provide
access to new customers, higher
margin product lines, new tech-
nologies and entrepreneurial tal-
ent. The same concept applies
to what private equity refers to
as tuck-in or bolt-on acquisi-
tions for larger existing portfolio
companies. 
While the number of trans-
actions is increasing and appears
to be rebounding, the character
of the market and deals is differ-
ent from that of the pre-great-
recession vintage. In the period
of 2004 to early 2008, there was
significantly less scrutiny in
underwriting and financing
transactions. Today, the per-
formance bar has been raised
high with a flight to quality.
Transactions are being done
with only the very best industry
players within a market; and
these companies are able to gar-
ner valuation multiples at nearly
2008 levels. However, the
average and lower performing
businesses will likely find great-
ly depressed multiples, or
worse, no interest from buyers
or investors at all.
Thus the quandary—what is
the typical middle-market com-
pany to do to create a partial or
complete exit for its owners?
Here is an approach that has
proven successful in increasing
the value of a company before
the sale and enhancing the like-
lihood that a transaction will
occur:
continued on page 31
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Competitive Thinking: Right or Wrong?
By Dr. Linda Seger
For the last few thousand
years, we have learned to
think through a linear think-
ing model. We have competed
with each other, first for food
or mates, then for the corner
office and the coolest car. We
compete over who has the
greenest lawns and smartest
children, and we have learned
to decide who’s important, or
who’s not, by who’s on top
and who’s on the bottom of
the corporate ladder. This has
defined how we relate to each
other, how we conduct busi-
ness, and how we set our
goals.
This form of thinking goes
by a number of different
names—“linear thinking”
since it’s defined by a line that
ranks and divides; “hierarchi-
cal thinking” as it’s defined
by who’s on the top of the
hierarchy and who’s at the
bottom; “competitive think-
ing” since it demands that we
compete with each other, or
sometimes “patriarchal think-
ing” since the male patriarch
got the respect and was con-
sidered the head honcho.
Recently, a new form of
thinking has been emerging
called “team thinking” or
“collaborative thinking” or
sometimes “web-thinking”
since it focuses on the team
rather than one individual,
and, like a spider web, uses
the metaphor of the line to
connect us, rather than sepa-
rate us.
But why does it seem nec-
essary to change our thinking
model in business and in our
lives? What’s wrong with the
concept of linear thinking?
The Line Is Not Natural
If you look at nature,
you’ll notice that there are no
straight lines. Rivers meander,
trees bend, galaxies swirl in
spiral shapes. Even our DNA
is a spiral, not a line. Some of
the few straight lines in nature
are in crystals, which grow in
a straight line. But crystals
can become rigid and break,
just as we can break by get-
ting ill, or getting too stressed
out when we are too rigid and
always stay within the lines.
Our rigidity diffuses our abil-
ity to be innovative and to
free up our imagination.
The Line is Too One-
Dimensional
We live multi-dimensional
lives and the skills and gifts
we have are not easily defined
continued on page 31
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CVB Financial Corp. Chief Financial
Officer Retirement Announced and
Replacement Appointed
Christopher D. Myers, president and chief executive officer of
CVB Financial Corp. (NASDAQ:CVBF) announced the retirement
of Edward J. Biebrich, Jr., executive vice president and chief finan-
cial officer for CVB Financial Corp. and Citizens Business Bank
and the appointment of Richard C. Thomas to those positions.
“Ed has assembled and led a first-rate team of financial
accounting and investment professionals. He has also made a sig-
nificant contribution in terms of his overall leadership related to
strategy, teamwork, and ethics.
“Ed Biebrich has enjoyed a very successful 13-year career with
Citizens Business Bank,” stated Chris Myers. Mr. Biebrich joined
the bank in February of 1998, bringing extensive experience and
expertise in banking and finance, as well as the private business
sector.
Over the past 13 years, the bank has grown from $1.8 billion to
$6.4 billion in assets. Net earnings have grown from $24.1 million
in 1998 to $62.9 million in 2010. “Ed has assembled and led a
first-rate team of financial accounting and investment profession-
als. He has also made a significant contribution in terms of his
overall leadership related to strategy, teamwork, and ethics,” com-
mented Myers.
“We are pleased to announce that Richard C. Thomas will
assume the position of executive vice president and chief financial
officer to replace Ed,” continued Myers. “Rich has been serving in
the bank’s finance and accounting
WOMEN YOU’RE UNIQUE. YOU LEAD
DIFFERENTLY FROM MEN, AND THAT’S A GOOD
THING—ESPECIALLY IN THE WORLD OF BUSINESS!
Susan T. Spencer is one of a kind; an entrepreneur and business
professional who competes in the big leagues—male-dominated
industries.
Susan learned about football from her father and business from
her parents and grandparents. Before the age of 40, Susan was a
mother, junior high school teacher, a tennis dress manufacturer, a
lawyer and general manager of football’s Philadelphia Eagles.
After several years at the Eagles, she left to start her second busi-
ness—a food distribution company, Allegro Foods, which she grew
into a successful global company. Susan continued to expand her
business empire by buying two more exclusively male businesses—
both in meat processing. Her companies had combined annual rev-
enues of 50 million, and she attributes her success to 12 natural tal-
ents that all women possess. In the category of unique, here are five
of the 12 skills that women own that help them lead and succeed with
skills that men covet.
Perceptive Communication
Women are natural communicators. Men listen, and women
talk...to everyone. Women’s ability to communicate is not just their
ability to talk; they are also aware of what others are thinking. All of
women’s senses contribute to their special talent, (touch, smell, taste,
vision, and hearing), giving them a decided advantage in evaluating
a business situation. These traits, along with other observations that
women instinctively notice, such as body language, facial expres-
sions, tone of voice and body movements, collectively represent what
women in business uniquely possess—the ability to be perceptive
communicators.
Being Empathetic
The ability to identify with and understand someone else’s feel-
ings or difficulties is a female leadership skill that engenders employ-
ee loyalty and trust. The best way for me to describe empathy is to
share with you a brief story that happened to me when I was forced
to shut down one of my meat plants because it was losing millions of
dollars with no end in sight.
As a leader, I knew not to have a buddy-buddy relationship with
my employees. I felt it would compromise my ability to be objective
and manage effectively. I followed this principle throughout my
career; and in most cases it served me well. My plan was to call a
meeting of my employees in the cafeteria and tell them that I could
not fix this broken company that I purchased and operated for sever-
al years. I intended to tell them that I was truly sorry but the plant
would be closed in 60 days.
My plan was to tell the story in a calm, clear, unemotional way.
But when I stood in front of the workers and looked into the eyes of
the men and women I worked with every day, tears filled my eyes and
the tears continued to fall until my speech was finished. I feared that
an angry crowd of workers would mock me, but as I dried my eyes
and tried to gain some composure, one of my workers shouted out,
“You’re not so tough!” and the rest of the employees applauded and
laughed warmly in appreciation.
It’s a rare moment when most bosses or figures of authority show
this side of themselves, but if it’s sincere, it’s a moment that will be
appreciated forever by everyone who witnesses it. Because I commu-
nicated openly and honestly with all the employees, every worker
stayed on and saw the company through until closing day, saving me
from even greater losses. Empathy is an awesome skill when it is
used carefully and wisely in business situations.
Being Engaging
Have you observed the way most businessmen greet each other?
I have. They immediately extend their hand and wait for the other
person to do the same; then they grasp hands firmly and give a shake
or two. Generally, they don’t make eye contact with each other, and
if they exchange words, they’re often mumbled or perfunctory.
When women greet each other, they hug, they smile, and they
look each other in the eye and say how good it is to see the other one.
This is true even if they’re business colleagues. These gestures are
more than symbolic—it’s how women use body language to commu-
nicate the importance of relationships.
When you meet a businessperson in the ordinary course of busi-
ness, being engaging includes the way you meet and greet other busi-
nesspersons. It begins the moment you extend your hand and contin-
ues throughout the greeting. Don’t
continued on page 31
continued on page 36
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COMPUTER
Remembrance of Things Before Computers
By J. Allen Leinberger
Some things went out with
buggy whips. Some things went
out with high button shoes. But
since the advent of the comput-
er age, many other things are
dead, or at least dying.
Let me begin with
Superman. Oh, the Kryptonian
hero is as popular as ever.
“Smallville” is building up to
the exciting climax of the 10-
season show. There is talk of a
new movie, “Superman: Man
of Steel.”
But when was the last time
you saw him duck into a phone
booth. Thanks to the pandemic
of cell phones and smart-
phones, the need for any public
phones has disappeared. If you
don’t believe that, visit Dave
and Buster’s in the Ontario
Mills Mall. They used to have a
bank of phone booths just to the
right as you came in. I think
they keep the floor polisher in
one of them now. All of the
public phones at the Ontario
Hilton are gone too. Clark Kent
will just have to change in a
closet.
Speaking of phones. I once
hosted a TV show in Spokane,
Washington, called “Dialing for
Dollars.” Even back in the sev-
enties I suggested that they
change the title to “Pushing for
Dollars.” Dials had already
begun to disappear. While tech-
nically correct, it was decided
that the new title made no
sense.
In fact the ceramic phone is
just about gone completely.
And so is the satisfaction of
slamming the receiver down on
someone. Try hanging up
emphatically on an iPhone.
Not only have phones mor-
phed into something new, the
wires and cables are gone. You
no longer need to hook up your
speakers to your music player.
Your Bluetooth lets you drive
hands free. Even printers can
make copies from across the
room with no wire plugged into
your computer.
Likewise, keys are going
fast. Many new cars have key-
less entry and keyless ignition.
Now what will my wife mis-
place in her purse?
Of course, by now you’re
saying, what about the cathode
ray tube? Some call it a CRT.
You know it as the old TV
continued on page 30
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MBA/Executive Programs in the Inland Empire
Listed Alphabetically
Name Programs Offered Faculty to Student Ratio Type of Institution Tuition & Fees: On Campus Rm. & Board. Av. Grad. Starting Salary: Top Local Executive
Address MBA/Enrl. # Full Time Faculty Year Founded MBA Prog.: CA Res./Non-CA Res. # Yrs. Wk. Exp.  Req. for MBA Program Title
City/State/Zip Executive/Enrl. # Part Time Faculty Exec.  Prog.: CA Res./Non-CA Res. Admittance Executive Program Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address/Website
California Baptist University Yes/55 1:10 University $525 Per Unit na $97,000 Andrew Herrity
1. 8432 Magnolia Ave. Yes/18 10 1950 Dean
Riverside, CA 92504 7 (951) 343-4574/343-4533 
www.calbaptist.edu
Cal Poly, Pomona Yes/280 1:15 Public $900 Per Qtr/$2,100 Per Qtr $1,034 N/A Dr. Steven Curl
2. 3801 West Temple Ave. Yes/15 118 1938 $325 Per Unit/$325 Per Unit 2 Years Associate Dean
Pomona, CA 91768 (Pro. MBA Program) 65 Managerial/Supervisory (909) 869-7659/869-4559
www.csupomona.edu
Cal. State Univ., San Bern. Yes/337 18:1 Public $4,800 (Per Qtr.)/$13,500 (Per Qtr.) $9,600 Per Year N/A Karen D. Bowerman
3. 5500 University Parkway Yes/56 27 1966 $28,500/$28,000   5+ yrs supervisory for N/A Dean
San Bernardino, CA 92407 5 (for entire two year program) Exec. (909) 537-5188/537-7582
karenb@csusb.edu
Cal. State Univ., San Marcos Yes/52 1:26 Public $17,432 Per Term/$39,128 Per Term Yes N/A Keith Butler
4. 333 S. Twin Oaks Valley Rd. No N/A 1989 (+Books, Parking, Catered Lunches) 3 N/A Associate Dean
San Marios, Ca 92096 N/A N/A (760) 750-4000/750-4263
mba@csusm.edu
La Sierra University Yes/65 1:16 University $620/Unit $5,025 Per Year $75,000 Randall Wisbey
5. 4500 Riverwalk Parkway No/23 95 1922 $520/Unit N/A N/A President
Riverside, CA 92515-8247 3 (951) 785-2064/785-2700
info@lasierra.edu
The Peter F. Drucker & Yes/170 1:11 Private $87,900 Per Year/Same $8,400-$13,000 $80,000 Ira A. Jackson
6. Masatoshi Ito Graduate Yes/160 14 1925 $80,784 Per Year/Same 0 $120,000 Dean
School of Management 20 Exec: 5 years (909) 621-8000/948-3197
1021 N. Dartmouth MBA: 4 years ira.jackson@cgu.edu
Claremont, CA 91711
University of La Verne Yes/495 1:13 Private $575 Per Unit/Same $4,945-$5,230 N/A Adham Chehab
7. 1950 Third St. 400 24 1891 None N/A Chair, MBA Program
La Verne, CA 91750 20 (909) 593-3511/392-2704
chehab@ulv.edu 
Cambridge College Yes/153 1:18 Private $475 Per Unit/Master N/A N/A Dr. Tito Guerrerro
8. 337 North Vineyard Ave., Ste. 100No 7 1976 $435 Per Unit/M. Ed. N/A President
Ontario, CA 91764 162 (800) 877-4723
www.cambridgecollege.edu
University of Redlands Yes/619 1:11 Private University $697 Per Credit/Same N/A N/A Monica Perry
School of Business MA/MS 197 23 1907 MBA—$36k 0 N/A Assistant Dean
9. 1200 East Colton Ave. 108 Prof.—$26k (909) 793-2121/335-5325
Redlands, CA 92374 monica_perry@redlands.edu
U. of Calif., Riverside, A. Gary Yes/126 1:4 Public $37,500 Academic Year $11,00 per year N/A Dave W. Stewart, Ph.D.
Anderson Grad. Sch. of Mngmt. Yes 30 1954 N/A 7-10 Years N/A Dean
10. 900 University Avenue 21 (951) 827-6329/827-3970
Riverside, CA 92521 emba@ucr.edu
tical purposes... a sale.”
To further support its conclu-
sion, the Ninth Circuit noted that
sales representatives share more similarities than differences with
salespeople in other fields. For instance, “[sales representatives] are
driven by their own ambition and rewarded with commissions when
their efforts generate new sales.” As such, they are exempt from the
FLSA overtime-pay requirement.
The DOL supported Plaintiffs by filing an amicus brief, in
which it argued that sales representatives are not exempt employees
because they only promote pharmaceutical products. The Ninth
Circuit criticized the DOL’s attempt to bypass the Administrative
Procedures Act’s notice-and-comment period by, in effect, crafting
new regulatory language in a case-specific amicus brief. The Court
further concluded that the new DOL interpretation could not over-
come the seventy years of DOL “acquiescence” to the pharmaceu-
tical industry’s classification of sales representatives as exempt
employees.
The United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
recently addressed other sales representatives’ challenge to their
status as exempt employees. In re Novartis Wage & Hour
Litigation, 611 F.3d 141 (2d Cir. 2010). In Novartis, the Second
Circuit deferred to the DOL interpretation and held that sales repre-
sentatives did not meet the requirements of the outside sales exemp-
tion. According to the Second Circuit, “where the employee pro-
motes a pharmaceutical product to a physician but can transfer to
the physician nothing more than free samples and cannot lawfully
transfer ownership of any quantity of the drug in exchange for any-
thing of value, cannot lawfully take an order for its purchase, and
cannot lawfully obtain from the physician a binding commitment to
prescribe it,” the employee does not engage in the act of sales.
Novartis has filed a petition of certiorari asking the United
States Supreme Court to hear the case. As always, however,
employers should carefully examine their overtime exemption clas-
sifications.
The Employment and Labor Practice of Sidley Austin LLP
Our Employment and Labor Practice has decades of experience
in litigating virtually all types of employment and traditional labor
claims before federal and state courts and agencies, ranging from
single-plaintiff cases to complex class actions.  We also provide
comprehensive counseling to our clients on a wide variety of
employment and labor issues.
The Ninth...
continued from pg. 19
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an 82-unit multifamily property in
the Inland Empire city of Redlands,
for $11.625 million or about
$142k/unit. The deal came in at about $625k above the list price. 
The property contains 89.2k sq. ft. of rentable space and is locat-
ed at 301 E. Cypress Avenue, on the southwest side of Redlands
Boulevard and I-10. It is also within one mile of the University of
Redlands, History Downtown Redlands, the Redlands Mall and
Prospect Park. 
Built in 2004, Cypress Villas is a gated community situated on
4.68 acres. The property features a mix of one-, two-, and three-bed-
room apartments that were 100% occupied at the time of sale. It also
includes a large leasing office, community room, fitness center, and
a resort style swimming pool and spa. 
Kitty Wallace, executive vice president, based in Colliers
International’s West Los Angeles office, represented the buyer and
the seller, MJW Receivers. According to Wallace, they received 21
offers in just eight days, 19 of which were above asking price. 
“With so many offers on Cypress Villas, it is clear that there is
investor demand for the Inland Empire,” added Wallace. “Positive
third quarter statistics indicate that the Inland Empire may have
found its way out of the recession.” 
MBK Collects $27 Million From Sale of Temecula Senior
Living Community
Washington D.C.-based CSH spent $27.15 million to acquire The
Sterling at Vintage Hills, a 152-unit ($178.6k/unit) senior living com-
munity in Temecula. Located at 41780 Butterfield Stage Road, the
complex was 95 percent occupied at the time of the sale. 
The Sterling at Vintage Hills is situated on 10 landscaped acres
and offers independent living, assisted living and memory care liv-
ing. The transaction included an adjacent nine-acre parcel for future
development. 
David Rothschild, Matthew Whitlock and Mary Christian of the
CB Richard Ellis National Senior Housing Group represented the
seller, an affiliate of MBK Senior Living out of Irvine. The team also
procured the buyer. 
“This was a smooth transaction as the buyer and seller have a
strong previous relationship,” Rothschild said. “There was a tremen-
dous amount of interest in the asset and bidding was very competi-
tive due to the location in Southern California, the institutional qual-
ity of the asset and the overall lack of performing Class A senior
housing assets in the marketplace for sale.” 
MBK owns and operates a portfolio of senior living communities
in California and Washington, including the management of Crown
Cove in Corona Del Mar, CA and Raincross in Riverside, which are
also owned by CSH. 
Palm Desert B of A Sells for Near $500/sf
A 5.6k sf, single-tenant net-leased property in Palm Desert trad-
ed hands in a recent sale valued at $2.68 million ($479/sf). The build-
ing is leased to Bank of America and is located at 34420 Monterey
Avenue, south of I-10 and Dinah Shore Drive on a prime outparcel to
the Desert Gateway Power Center. 
Bank of America N.A. is under a 20-year NNN ground lease that
commenced in 2006 and includes fixed rent increases every five
years. Bank of America is one of the world’s leading wealth man-
agers with approximately $1.8 trillion in assets under management
and offices in some 30 countries around the world. 
Alan Krueger and Kevin Boeve of Marcus & Millichap’s Ontario
office had the exclusive listing to market the property on behalf of the
seller, a limited liability company.
Real Estate...
continued from pg. 34
Elizabeth Beaubien Returns to the
Coachella Valley to Anchor at KMIR6
Elizabeth Beaubien has been named anchor of KMIR6 News, it
was announced by Raul Rodriguez, vice president and general man-
ager of the local NBC affiliate. Beaubien returns to the Coachella
Valley to anchor KMIR6 News at 5 p.m., 6 p.m. and 11 p.m. week-
nights with Gino LaMont.
“We’re excited to welcome Elizabeth Beaubien back to the
Coachella Valley,” Rodriguez said. “She will be an integral member
of the KMIR6 family and her knowledge of the community is a great
asset to our team.”
Beaubien formerly anchored newscasts for Palm Springs’ ABC
affiliate KESQ-TV from 2004 to 2009 before moving to Monroe, La.,
for a job at KNOE-TV.
KMIR6 News Director Kate Glover welcomes the arrival of
Beaubien. “We are excited to have Elizabeth Beaubien joining our
KMIR6 team. She is a fantastic anchor who already has a sizeable
following here in the Coachella Valley,” she said.
A self-described “news junkie,” Beaubien is looking forward to
returning to the Coachella Valley and to working with the Emmy-
award winning team at KMIR6, a station owned by Journal
Broadcast Group.
Besides performing anchoring duties, Beaubien will also produce
news segments to help solidify KMIR6 News’ “Right Here, Right
Now” branding promise.
NAACP—Riverside Branch to Honor
16 Great Community Leaders
The National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) Riverside Branch celebrated great accomplish-
ments of various community leaders at the 61st Annual Freedom
Fund Awards Banquet on Feb. 24th at the Riverside Convention
Center.  The keynote speaker was Chief Sergio Diaz of the
Riverside Police Department.  The theme of the event was
“NAACP:  Fabric of our Future-Bold Dreams, Big Victories, New
Challenges.”
Community leaders who were honored were:
• Leon Tillman (Tillman Riverside Mortuary)—
Business/Entrepreneur Award
• Thelma Adams King—Community Service Award
• Riverside Assistance League—Community Service Award
• Dave Wright (Riverside Public Utilities)—Corporate Award
• Timothy Wright, Ph.D. (University of Riverside,
Riverside)—Education Award
• Bertha Hale (Solutions 2 Etc.)—Education Award
• Sergeant Halford Webb (Riverside Police Department)—
Law & Justice Award
• Paulette Brown-Hinds, Ph.D. (BPC Media Works)—Media
& Journalism Award
• Phyliss Clark (Healthy Heritage Movement Inc.)—Medicine
& Health Award
• Master Petty Officer Joe Reed (U.S. Navy)—Military Award
• Jim Tucker (U.S. Navy)—Military Award
• Ennette Morton (Riverside Metropolitan Museum)—
Political/Government Award
• Yoland Moses, Ph.D. (University of California,
Riverside)—Political/Government Award
• Phaila Louder, Pastor (New Jerusalem Christian Center)—
Religion Award
• Robin Woods (Riverside Unified School District)—Roy
Wilkins Award
• Jack Clarke, Attorney at Law (Best Best & Krieger)—Omar
Stratton Award
The mission of the NAACP is to advocate for political, educa-
tion, social and economic quality of rights for all citizens, as well as
eradicate racial injustice.  The NAACP-Riverside Branch has been
fulfilling this mission serving the community for over 70 years.  The
organization has been recognizing significant contributions at this
gala affair since the mid-1950s when the first Freedom Fund Dinner
was held.
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INLAND EMPIRE People and Events
Rancho Mirage has committed $32.2 million in rede-
velopment agency funding to a cornucopia of civic proj-
ects, following the path taken by other California cities
since Gov. Jerry Brown first proposed eliminating the
agencies. The projects don’t have to be completed in any
particular order, and the budget for each item can be
adjusted to some extent as projects are designed.
Most are road-related projects, including covering
the city's $1.74 million share of the cost of expanding
the Bob Hope and Date Palm interchanges on Interstate
10, and $1.4 million to upgrade the intersection of
Highway 111 and Frank Sinatra Drive.
For more information about this project and more,
contact the city of Rancho Mirage. Call (760) 324-4511 or
visit www.ranchomirageca.gov.
The Montclair Chamber of Commerce presented a
check in the amount of $2,500 to the Chaffey College
Foundation in support of “Online to College.” Funding
was made possible through the Montclair Chamber of
Commerce’s Street Banner Program. The banners are
purchased by Montclair businesses and displayed
throughout the city.
Created in 1998, Online to College is offered to all fifth
grade students in Montclair's public schools. Students
that graduate from Montclair High School and complete
the program requirements are given a two-year scholar-
ship to Chaffey College. 
In the picture above, top L-R: Nick Nazarian and Dr.
Henry Shannon, bottom L-R: Aref Fakhoury, Jazmin
Morales, Darleen Curley and Paul Gomez.
For more information about this scholarship and
more, contact the Montclair Chamber of Commerce at
www.montclairchamber.com.
Supervisor of San Bernardino County, Gary Ovitt
has begun a program to recognize small businesses
within his District in San Bernardino County. On March
1st, Gary Ovitt presented the very first award to Rosa
Rangel, Montclair Florists, in recognition of her 25 years
at Montclair Florists.  While creating works of art for
the members of her community she has always remem-
bered to give back.  
For more information about this project and more,
contact the San Bernardino County at www.co.san-
bernardino.ca.us.
2011 SCAG REGIONAL CONFERENCE AND
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
May 5 – 6, 2011
La Quinta Resort & Club 
49-499 Eisenhower Drive 
La Quinta, CA 92253
The 2011 SCAG Regional Conference & General Assembly “Getting Back
to Golden: Jobs, Transportation & Sustainability” promises to be as exciting and
informative as ever. This year, activities include a presentation of the Draft
Economic Growth Strategy and the Compass Blueprint Awards Dinner. Hear
transportation leaders discuss next steps on federal and state legislative actions
impacting the region.
To secure your place, please register online at www.scag.ca.gov/ga2011 and
send payment by April 29, 2011.
For more information, please contact Linda Jones at (213) 236-1912 or
jonesl@scag.ca.gov
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However, foreclosures may
finally begin to slow down. The
housing recovery is expected to
continue in 2011 and 2012.
• Unemployment: The
Inland Empire still has one of
the nation’s highest unemploy-
ment rates among urban areas.
However, joblessness is expect-
ed to lessen somewhat in the
coming months and in 2012.
• State and Local
Government sector: Local gov-
ernments will continue to face
significant financial issues over
the next few years as property
and sales tax revenues decline.
State and local government
employment declined in 2010
and should decline this year as
well due to revenue constraints.
• Problems in commercial
real estate: Office vacancy rates
are still very high and will con-
tinue to be a concern this year
and into 2012.
LAEDC...
continued from pg. 16
www.BergmanWindowWashing.com
financial history.
Is your business complex
or complicated?
Keeping your financials
secret or sharing with
employees?
Many successful business-
es have learned that, in the
tough times, sharing the news,
good and bad, with all employ-
ees at all levels works. This
empowers employees to act
with confidence, as they know
the whole story. The success
rate with the turnaround
increases dramatically with
this one step. Successful busi-
nesses encourage their work-
force to perform less like
employees and more like entre-
preneurial-minded, strategic
partners. They also take time to
celebrate successes, both big
and small.
How much do you share
and celebrate with employees?
Working long hours or
take more holidays?
Business owners and man-
agers in struggling businesses
seem to work longer hours in
the vain hope that putting their
head down and doing more of
the same is the solution. The
successful businesses focus on
doing things differently.
Successful businesses owners
and managers work fewer
hours and take more holidays;
they have realized that when
times get tough, it is usually
because customers are buying
less. They need an answer to
why customers are buying less
from them. The successful
business owners and managers
tell us they find their best
thinking is done away from the
office in situations that are less
stressful.
When last did you work
fewer hours in the week or take
an extra holiday?
Do you have what it takes
to thrive, and not just survive,
in this “new normal” econo-
my? Keep your business in
mind, and see how many of
these 10 questions you have
addressed lately. It may give
you a clue as to how well you
are turning these worst of times
into the best of times.
For more information e-
mail Stuart Morley at
stuart@brsjump.com, visit his
website at www.brsjump.com
or call (705) 646-7722.
Winners...
continued from pg. 20
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rolling:
Discuss money, property
and children. Mothers need to
encourage their daughters to
initiate a serious discussion
with their future husbands
prior to the marriage and urge
them to resolve all of the
important money, property
and child rearing issues—cul-
minating in a signed agree-
ment—before they walk down
the aisle. This course of action
is critical because once the
romance fades all of a bride’s
leverage evaporates.
Thrash out every “what
if” about raising children. A
young couple just starting out
is inclined to discount the
importance of talking about
what if’s involving children
that they may have someday in
the future. This, more times
than not, is a fatal mistake,
evidenced by the staggering
number of single-mothers who
are the sole providers for their
children. The future bride and
groom should make a list of
all the “child issues” and reach
an agreement as to how the
costs and household duties
should be shared.
Advance the concept of
“One Financial Pot” With
Shared Money Management.
Money matters are one of the
thorniest topics for couples to
discuss, but it is much easier
to talk about finances when
you are young, in lust, have
few assets and are both work-
ing. This is the only time that
this discussion has a possibili-
ty of leading to a satisfactory
arrangement. After marriage,
especially when you are preg-
nant and planning to be a stay
at home mother, it’s too late!
So, open up a conversation
about sharing everything and
putting it in a collective pot. If
you are good at handling
money, as many women are,
suggest that you be the partner
to pay all the bills. If not,
work out an understanding
where you share money man-
agement responsibilities.
So what happens if your
intended refuses to talk about
these matters? Here comes the
moment of truth. Knowing
what you already know about
the large percentage of
divorced, single-mothers who
are living at or below poverty
level—will you back down
and leave these matters unset-
tled just to avoid an argument?
If your answer is yes, you are
likely to end up as one more
Jill, who tumbled down the
hill, and became a new casual-
ty of the Jack and Jill
Syndrome.
Susan T. Spencer is the
author of “Briefcase
Essentials: Discover Your 12
Natural Talents for Achieving
Success in a Male-Dominated
Workplace.” She is the only
woman who was GM of an
NFL team and an entrepreneur
who successfully navigated
the male-dominated world of
meat processing. Visit
www.Briefcase-Essentials.com
for more information.
The Mommy...
continued from pg. 10
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Women-Owned Businesses
Ranked by Revenue
Company 20010 Revenue # of Employees: Percent Owned by Year Establshed: Type of Business Top Local Executive
Address IE: Women: or Entity: Title
City, State, Zip Companywide: Phone/Fax
E-mail Address
Faust Printing $4,000,000 29 52% 1863 High Quality4-6 Rose Mary Faust
1. 8656 Utica Ave., Ste. 100 $2,500,000 Color Printing Chairperson/CEO
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 (909) 980-1577/989-9716
info@faustprinting.com
U.S. Colleges of Health & Svc.$3,500,000 40 100% 1994 Vocational School Kim Esquerre
2. 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B1 Executive Director
Riverside, CA 92507 (951) 784-4466/680-4151
kim@uscmed.com
Imagine That $3,500,000 150 100% 1990 Special Events, Banquet Cyndie Richardson
3. 1318 West Ninth St. $3,500,000 Facilities, Catering President
Upland, CA 91786 (909) 931-1044/946-5659
info@imaginethatevents.com
A & R, Inc. $3,450,000 46 52% 1976 MFG of Inginered Fabric Carmen Weisbart
4. 16246 Valley Blvd. $3,450,000 Products President
Fontana, CA 92335 (909) 829-4444/829-0564
mail@artech2000.com
Karen Allen Salon & Spa, Inc.$2,800,000 62 100% 2000 Salon, Spa, Karen Nguyen
5. 6056 Magnolia Ave. $2,800,000 Avena Store President
Riverside, CA 92506 (951) 788-4737/788-1377
karen@karenallensalon.com
Pacific Coast Tool & Supply $2,000,000 19 51% 1985 Industrial Tools and Supplies Ken Marquardt
6. 3630 Placentia Ct. $6,126,527 VP
Chino, CA 91710 (909) 627-0948/628-5290
info@pacificcoasttools.com
Arellano Associates $1,969,321.29 10 100% 1994 Public & Community Genoveva L. Arellano
7. 13791 Roswell Ave., Ste. A Outreach Consultant Principal
Chino, CA 91710 (909) 627-2974/628-5804
garellano@arellanoassociates.com
Printing Resources, So. Cal. $1,529,000 10.5 67% 1970 Commercial Printer Nancy DeDiemar
8. 893 W. 9th St. $1,529,000 President
Upland, CA 91786 (909) 981-5715/981-9396
nancy@printingresources.com
Impressions Gourmet Catering $1,500,000 12 100% 1983 Catering/Special Events Sandra Forney
9. 1719 S. Grove, Ste. C n/a President
Ontario, CA 91761 (909) 923-8030
impresfood@aol.com
International Day Spa $1,000,000 42 100% 1990 Day Spa Mimi Barre
10. 325 Cajon St. $1,000,000 Owner
Redlands, CA 92373 (909) 793-9080/307-2788
mimib@intldayspa.com
Clarus Management Solutions $815,000 7 100% 1999 Environmental Consulting, Maria DiaKiso
11. 250 West 1st St., Ste. 244 $815,000 Bookkeeping President
Claremont, CA 91711 (909) 625-5057/625-5309
mdia@clarusms.com
L & L Enviromental Inc. $800,000 12 100% 1993 Environmental Consultant Leslie Nay Irish
12. 1269 Pomona Rd., Ste. 102 $900,000 CEO
Corona, CA 92509 (951) 681-4929/681-6531
lirish@llenviroinc.com
Perry Design & Advertising $250,000 5 100% 1997 Advertising Agency Janine Perry
13. 9431 Haven Ave., Ste. 208 na Partner
Rancho Cucamonga, CA91730 (909) 945-9500/980-6398
janine@perryadvertising.com
Medi-Cal Consulting Svc. na 7 100% 2003 Information Specialist reguarding Lisa Ramsey
14. 17130 Van Buren Blvd., Ste. 181 na Medical Facilities, Medi-Cal Owner
Riverside, CA 92504 (951) 789-0065/789-0064
lisa@medihelper.com
screen. And the big old computer
screen box that took up half of your
desk up until about five years ago.
The flat screen has replaced it just about as fast as FM overpowered
AM back in the late seventies.
Gone also are vinyl records, 4-track and 8-track tapes and cas-
settes. Rumors persist that someone keeps trying to bring them
back, but don’t count on it. For the last 10 years I have covered the
advancement of the MP3 players that have not only made record
players obsolete; their source has been eliminated by iTunes.
(Remember what Don McLean sang about the day the music died,
and how the record stores were silent?)
You can still get a map from AAA or the gas station, but why
would you bother. You have MapQuest and Google maps on that
smartphone. Newspapers continue to be their own enemy by putting
their news up on their website. This eliminates papers that get wet
in the rain or land up on the roof.  Magazines are the same way.
Why wait till Tuesday for TIME to arrive in the mail. By then you’ll
have seen everything in it on one website or the other. You don’t
even need TV Guide any more. They have an app that tells you
about tonight’s shows.
Many people still look forward
Remembrance...
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1. Start the process by
clarifying the objectives and
desires of the owners. The game plan for creating an exit needs to
be aligned with the ambitions of the shareholders. For example—are
any of the shareholders active in the business, and if so, do they want
to continue with the company? An important part of this step is to
align the expectations of the shareholders by gaining a realistic
understanding of the current value of the business based on the reset-
rules of the economy and the company’s recent performance. 
2. Determine how the company really compares to the
industry —in terms of financial performance (i.e. profit margins,
sales growth rates, productivity, etc…), competitive position, growth
strategy, customer base and concentration, and talent. In effect, con-
duct what a buyer may call “strategic due diligence” on your business
and grade your performance. 
3. Shore-up the fundamentals. Why sell your company and
leave untapped value for the buyer? Value that you can realize by
making some of the predictable improvements that a buyer will
make, but do it before you sell. Develop and implement initiatives
to address the gaps and weaknesses uncovered by the diligence men-
tioned above. This step, by itself, can create a significant premium
in value for the average business. Keep in mind that making perform-
ance improvements takes time it may take from a few months to over
a year to complete; so plan a head.
4. Think about your business from the buyer’s perspective.
Your company is an investment. What is the growth opportunity and
strategic value beyond today’s numbers? Even with your house in-
order and a strong foundation, what investments could be made by
management if more capital was made available to further increase
the value of your business? What actions can the business take to
validate this new investment opportunity and to reduce the associat-
ed risk? Being prepared to answer these questions, having pre-
thought the outcome and taking steps to make it real, can allow the
shareholders to sell the business not just on the value of today, but to
capture and participate in the value creation moving forward. 
The overall objective in positioning for an eventual sale, recapi-
talization or ownership transition is to address the low hanging fruit,
in terms of operational performance and strategic position, and shore-
up the critical value drivers, fundamentally making the business
stronger. And, in the process identifying the longer-term investment
opportunities for the business; the break-out strategies; and the initia-
tives that will allow for geometric increase in value if the company
has access to additional capital. This then allows you to lead the sale
process with a robust investment opportunity beyond the foundation
that exits today.
You can reach Kenneth Marks at
khmarks@HighRockPartners.com for further information.
Beyond...
continued from pg. 21
division since December 2010. His
experience working with Ed over
the past few months and his strong
business background will make for a smooth transition.”
Thomas’ professional career incorporates over 33 years of
financial audit and accounting experience primarily serving the
financial services industry. He was an audit partner in the Los
Angeles office of Deloitte & Touche, LLP for 22 years leading
teams in auditing financial state-
CVB...
continued from pg. 23
and don’t easily fit within a role.
The person who’s a junior execu-
tive during the workweek might
look, on the surface, as if his abilities are limited, but that’s
rarely true. He might fulfill many other roles when not at work:
he might coach the youth basketball team in the evening, plan a
complicated vacation with the spouse, and sing in the church
choir on Sundays. The abilities developed for one job are often
transferable to another, yet, often, the junior member of a team
is asked: “Don’t be too assertive,” and to “Remember your
place!” The project suffers because everyone must hold back and
fit within their roles, rather than using their many skills and tal-
ents for the good of the team and to bring success to the project.
The Line Can Lead to Imitation, not Vision
The Line encourages us to fit into a box. We are asked to be
similar to the person who last held our job, to fit neatly into a job
description, and are pushed to achieve by being the same as oth-
ers. In spite of the different ways we can achieve a goal and do
a project, we are asked to imitate, rather than innovate. As a
result, we learn to define ourselves not by our individual gifts
and individual potential, but by trying to be like others. We can
easily hide or split off the abilities that are most needed, because
these gifts aren’t welcomed, aren’t part of the job description or
don’t fit neatly into the mentality of the company.
This can lead us to comparing ourselves with the person just
ahead of us, and we try to be like them. We envy them, often
have ill feelings toward them, even find ways to do them harm.
As a result, we diffuse our identity and limit ourselves rather
than expand ourselves.
The Line Guards Information, rather than Shares
Information
In the linear model, the person at the top has power because
he or she is privy to information that others don’t have. This
information is guarded, doled out slowly, with the person at the
top deciding who needs it and making sure no more is given to
others than is needed. The one who knows the most has the
power, and it’s essential that others never know as much as the
person at the top. But, this is no longer a viable model for the
future since, in the age of the Internet, almost everyone has
access to information. Even the military has changed from the
stovepipe model of leadership, recognizing that holding power
and knowledge in the hands of just the generals does not give the
necessary information to the captains and lieutenants who might
have to carry on. For many, the concept of power has changed to
empowerment: sharing knowledge so everyone has what they
need to do the job.
Why Change Our Model Now?
The strange duality of our times occurs partly because of the
clash between our multi-dimensional humanity and a linear
metaphor that ranks, separates, and divides. It’s not necessary.
Many of the best businesspeople have moved from a linear busi-
ness model to become more collaborative thinkers. They are
finding new thinking models, including the more inclusive circle
model of teamwork and the web model of mutuality and interde-
pendence that values all the people on the team, and creates syn-
ergy between its many parts.
Visit Dr. Linda Seger’s  web site at www.lindaseger.com for
additional information.
Competitive...
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When Planning Your 2011
Advertising Budget, Consider...
THE
INLAND EMPIRE
BUSINESS JOURNAL
For Advertising Information
Call (909) 605-8800 or visit
www.busjournal.com
Mayor Randon K. Lane
Appointed to National League of
Cities’ Finance, Administration
and Intergovernmental Relations
Steering Committee
National League of Cities President James Mitchell, Jr., has
announced the appointment of Randon K. Lane, mayor of Murrieta,
to the National League of Cities’ (NLC) 2011 Finance,
Administration and Intergovernmental Relations Policy and
Advocacy Steering Committee. This committee has the lead respon-
sibility for developing NLC federal policy positions in the areas of
national economic policy, intergovernmental relations, municipal
bonds and capital finance, and municipal management and adminis-
tration.
“I am very honored to have been reappointed to this Steering
Committee and look forward to working with the National League of
Cities in Washington, DC to help form policy to address issues at the
national level that will affect policy at the local level,” said Mayor
Lane. “I also look forward to working with my fellow councilmem-
bers across the nation in this coming year.”
As a member of the committee, Mayor Lane will play a key role
in shaping NLC’s policy positions, while advocating on behalf of
America’s cities and towns on Capitol Hill, with the Administration,
and at home.
The chair of this year’s Finance, Administration and
Intergovernmental Relations Committee is David Hooks, council
member, Homewood, Alabama. Serving as this year’s vice chairs
are Robert Broom, council member, Aurora, Colorado, and Randy
Riggs, council member, Waco, Texas.
For more information on NLC’s other committees and councils,
visit http://www.nlc.org/inside_nlc/committeescouncils.aspx.
The National League of Cities is the nation’s oldest and largest
organization devoted to strengthen- continued on page 39
react to the situation, and then dis-
cuss what seemed to work best.
3. Coach them carefully. Even with good training, your
employees will be nervous when they enter the real world of sales.
The best way to help them conquer fear is to work with them side-
by-side for a while. Coach them while they work and give them
nothing but positive reinforcement. Eliminate all criticisms, even
constructive criticism, until they are comfortable with their new
tasks.
4. Keep them focused. All successful salespeople work a plan.
They know what their goals are and work backwards from them,
defining exactly what tactics to pursue to meet the goals. This
includes helping them prioritize accounts and providing tools, such
as sales literature and scripts that can increase efficiency. It also
means developing a departmental vision and ensuring every activi-
ty flows from that vision. Your task is not easy, but these tactics are
a strong cornerstone for building your sales management skills.
Richard Bonar is president of Dale Carnegie of the Inland
Empire. Dale Carnegie is a global company with local delivery of
soft-skills training solutions that are essential to the success of all
businesses, such as Effective Communications & Human Relations/
Professional Sales, High Impact Presentations and Customer
Service. Their fully accredited programs are available to open
enrollment or custom onsite delivery.
Change...
continued from pg. 8
to the Sunday paper for the
coupons. Why? Apps like
Groupons and others give you all
kinds of discounts on line.
Let’s talk about cameras. Remember when you had to carry
enough rolls of film for your vacation? And you had to change the
rolls in the dark, probably in the same closet as Clark Kent? Then
you had to wait for the film to get developed. (Remember the little
booth in the parking lot?) We thought 1-Hour Photo was neat. We
thought Polaroids were even neater.  Now every smartphone takes
pictures and most also take video. Granted, some of the things I
shot five years ago looked a little grainy, but the quality has gotten
better by leaps and bounds. And you can see them instantly on that
same smartphone, or on your computer, or on that flat screen TV.
Also on that flat screen TV are movies as big as you could want
right in your living room. Many now come in 3D just as this col-
umn predicted nearly a year ago. This is why the video rental stores
are closing up. Even movie theaters are having trouble. Sure, peo-
ple will line up for the last Harry Potter movie or that next
Superman film, but even more will line up to get the Blu-Ray disk
when it comes out three months later.
Since we are writing about change, let’s note that living rooms
are becoming entertainment dens. Shall I continue here? Books are
giving way to eBooks and audiobooks. Cookbooks and tech manu-
als are now online. The U.S. mail will raise prices again this year
because we are all e-mailing or Facebooking or tweeting.
Communications has caught up with instant gratification. What’s
next? Money. Already smartphones are being programed to act like
debit cards. And for small change transactions, at that. Things like
candy bars and parking meters can be paid for with a simple click
of the old cell phone. And many predict that the desktop computer
itself may become a thing of the past. What you can do on a laptop,
a notebook or tablet device will make my beautiful 22-inch iMac a
thing of the past. And my time may not be far behind.
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April
• Meetings & Conventions • Women Who Make a Difference • Indian Gaming
• Airports • Meetings/Conventions • So Cal Vacation Spots
• New Home Communities • Travel/Hotels/Tourism • Hotel Meeting Facilities
• Malls & Retail Stores • Commercial R.E. Brokers • Visitors and Convention Bureaus
• Small Business Handbook
May
• Economic Development (Riverside Cty.) • Women-owned Businesses • Environmental Firms
• Marketing/PR/Media Advertising • Human Resource  Guide • Employment/Service Agencies
• Insurance Companies • Chambers of Commerce • Law Firms
• Who’s Who in Law • I.E. Based Banks
June
• Financial Institutions (1st Quarter, ’11) • Health Care & Services • Hospitals
• Travel and Leisure • High Technology • Savings and Loans
• Employment Agencies • Golf Resorts • Motorcycle Dealers
• Home Health Agencies • Senior Living Centers • Medical Clinics
• Economic Development (San Bernardino County) • What’s New in Hospital Care
July
• Manufacturing • Marketing/Public Relations • CPA Firms
• Distribution/Fulfillment • Media Advertising • Commercial Printers
• Credit Unions • Casual Dining • Ad Agencies/Public Relations Firms
• Event Planning • Building Services Directory • Largest Insurance Brokers 
• High Desert Economic Development • SBA Lenders
• Staff Leasing Companies Serving the I.E.
August
• Personal/Professional Development • Environmental • Largest Companies
• Employment/Service Agencies • Expansion & Relocations  • Small Package Delivery Services
• Health & Fitness Centers • Women in Commercial Real Estate • Tenant Improvement Contractors
• Caterers • Who’s Who in Banking • Credit Unions
September
• Mortgage Banking • Health Care & Services • Largest Banks
• SBA Lending • Airports • Largest Hotels   
• Independent Living Centers • Who’s Who in Building Development • Golf Courses
October
• Lawyers/Accountants-Who’s Who • Telecommunications • Internet Services
• HMO/PPO Enrollment Guide • Office Technology/Computers • Long Distance/Interconnect Firms
• Economic Development Temecula Valley • International Trade • Copiers/Fax/Business Equipment
• Financial Institutions (2nd Quarter, ‘11) • Holiday Party Planning • Private Aviation
November
• Retail Sales • Human Resources Guide • Commercial R.E. Development Projects
• Industrial Real Estate • Executive Gifts • Commercial R.E. Brokers
• Commercial R.E./Office Parks • Building and Development • Fastest Growing I.E. Companies
• Educational Services Directory • New Communities • Mortgage Companies
• Title Companies
December
• Financial Institutions (3rd Quarter, ’11) • Health Care • 2012 “Book of Lists”
• Top Ten Southern California Resorts • Professional Services Directory • Business Brokerage Firms
• Temporary Placement Agencies
EDITORIAL FOCUS SUPPLEMENTS LISTS
2011 EDITORIAL SCHEDULE
F o r P l a n n i n g  2 0 1 1  A d v e r t i s i n g ,  M a r k e t i n g ,  a n d  P u b l i c i t y  W i t h
T h e  I n l a n d  E m p i r e  B u s i n e s s  J o u r n a l
Remembrance...
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MARCUS & MILLICHAP SELLS A 5,600-SQUARE-FOOT
SINGLE-TENANT NET-LEASED BUILDING
Marcus & Millichap Real Estate Investment Services, the
nation’s largest real estate investment services firm, has announced
the sale of Bank of America, a 5,600-square-foot single-tenant net-
Leased property located in Palm Desert according to Douglas J.
McCauley, regional manager of the firm’s Ontario office. The asset
commanded a sales price of $2,680,000.
Alan Krueger, senior vice president investments and Kevin
Boeve, vice president investments in Marcus & Millichap’s Ontario
office, had the exclusive listing to market the property on behalf of
the seller, a limited liability company.
Bank of America is located at 34420 Monterey Avenue on a
prime outparcel to the Desert Gateway Power Center. The property is
leased to Bank of America, N.A. under a 20-year NNN ground lease
that commenced in 2006 and includes fixed rent increases every five
years. Bank of America is one of the world’s leading wealth man-
agers with approximately $1.8 trillion in assets under management
and offices in some 30 countries around the world.
Regency Adds New Toys “R” Us/Babies “R” Us at Indio
Towne Center
National retail owner/operator Regency Centers has locked up a
new Toys “R” Us/Babies “R” Us store at the firm’s Indio Towne
Center in Indio. The new 46.8k-sq.-ft. store will replace the retailer’s
existing outlet in Palm Desert and become its only location in
SoCal’s Coachella Valley. 
The new Toys “R” Us/Babies “R” Us store is slated to open in fall
2011 and will bump up Indio Towne Center’s retail offerings to
425.3k sq. ft. of space. The center, located at I-10 and Jackson Street
also features a 94.6k sq. ft. WinCo Foods, the grocer’s only location
in the Coachella Valley. Other large retailers at the center include a
141.2k-sq.-ft. Home Depot, plus other national retailers such as
CVS/pharmacy, PETCO, 24 Hour Fitness, Panda Express, Subway,
Taco Bell, McDonald’s and KFC. 
Regency will construct a turnkey, build-to-suit box for the store.
Toys “R” Us Inc is the world’s leading dedicated toy and baby prod-
ucts retailer. The company currently sells merchandise in more than
1,550 stores, including 849 Toys “R” Us and Babies “R” Us stores in
the U.S., and more than 700 international stores in 33 countries. In
the transaction, both parties were represented by Bill Bauman, Bryan
Norcott and Lee Clay Park with Studley. 
“Located 30 miles east from Palm Springs, Indio Towne Center
serves as part of a major retail hub in East Coachella Valley,” notes
Regency Centers Vice President Gregg Sadowsky. “In the past, this
area has been underserved for shopping and entertainment. Before
2007, many residents travelled to La Quinta and Palm Desert to dine
and shop. Residents had asked the City for new retail and the City
Council responded as quickly as possible.” 
Redlands Multifamily Community Sells for Over $11.5
Million
Sequoia Equities, a Walnut Creek-based real estate investment
firm, has purchased Cypress Villas,
REAL ESTATE NOTES
continued on page 26
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RESTAURANT REVIEW
We can custom
design a label just
for you using:
Photos, Logos,
Colors, Invitations,
Themes.
4231 Winevi l le  Road
Mira Loma, CA 91752
(951)  685-5376 or (951)  360-9180
www.gal leanowinery.com
Tour the Historic Winery weekends from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm or by appointment
Listed in the National Register of Historical Places
Weddings • Anniversaries
Birthdays • Special Events
Graduations • Holiday • Gifts
Wine Tasting Available Daily
Johannes Restaurant in Palm Springs—Highly Recommended
By Bill Anthony
Johannes Bacher, the owner
of Johannes Restaurant in Palm
Springs, may be one  of the best
chefs of Austria or
maybe he’s not;
however, in Palm
Springs, I can tell
you he is the best
Austrian chef—
performing food
magic on a contin-
uous basis.  Don’t
b e l i e v e
me.........well, go
e x p e r i e n c e
Johannes and then
you tell me.  He
has achieved suc-
cess in converting the comfort
foods of Austria to casual
California fusion, and his
restaurant is on another level---
-maybe even on another planet.
Planet GREAT! 
Let me share an exam-
ple......mushroom soup with
cream fraiche, roasted shallots
and truffle oil, menage a trois
lobster, shrimp and scallops in
dressing------sounds simple,
not so----all of these dishes are
very complex.  Another exam-
ple---try the  roasted beets with
Wisconsin blue Bill goat
cheese, hazelnut
oil, pistachios,
pink grapefruit,
tiny greens, and
yellow bell pep-
per puree.   For
only $9, it is
labor intensive
(the cost of labor
to prepare such a
dish must be at
least $9).  What a
bargain!
How about a
spread for the
bread. Rather than the usual
butter, Johannes serves its cus-
tomers an artichoke, barbanzo
beans, basil, olive oil, salt and
pepper combination---all
blended together to form a tasty
and delicious spread. 
Main dishes include oven
roasted duck breast with
sautéed spinach, roasted Bosc
pear, alba truffle oil, star anise
honey plum sauce; Australian
grass fed beef tenderloin steak
with Yukon gold mashed pota-
toes, creamed spinach, green
Madagascan peppercorn
brandy sauce; seared rare spice
crusted ahi with
pineapple guava
apricot and truffle
yaki reduction,
stir fried Napa
cabbage, sweet
peppers, shiltake;
and pancetta
wrapped monk-
fish with pineap-
ple sauerkraut,
roasted fingerling potatoes,
chicken mango sausage, pas-
sion mango mustard sauce.
The restaurant is small with
less than 25 tables inside and an
enclosed sidewalk patio.  Our
centerpiece on the white linen
tablecloth was an apple--the
decor hip and high end as
described on their Web site.
The 58 degree wine cellar sits
in the dining room holding a
selection of over 300 wines
from around the world.  There
is a wine to please everyone---
even the most demanding wine
snob.  Don’t care for wine----no
problem----chose a martini
from apple strudel to the wild
zone. 
Johannes is
not for everyone.
It’s for those who
wish to dine and
not just to eat.
My advice for an
exceptional two
hour dining expe-
rience: share
gourmet dishes
with others who
also like to share and drink
their fine wines----all with
exceptional service to boot. 
Now the best part----the
price.  Johannes is very afford-
able.  You might even say
cheap compared to the food
value served---big city taste
and small village cost.  That is
my kind of restaurant.  The
complete package.
Johannes is located at 196
South Indian Canyon Drive in
Palm Springs.  Since reserva-
tions is a must, call (760) 778-
0017.
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ments and internal controls certifi-
cations, accounting, regulatory
compliance, system and cost
reduction strategies, public filings including registration state-
ments and mergers and acquisitions. Prior to his appointment with
CVB Financial Corp. and Citizens Business Bank, Thomas was
chief risk officer with a California-based community bank, where
he was responsible for internal control documentation and testing,
internal audit, regulatory compliance, credit review, policy and
procedure reviews and advising and consulting with other mem-
bers of senior management and the board of directors.
CVB...
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miss an opportunity to make a
great initial impression by using
your natural skill of being
engaging, it can be the most
powerful “Briefcase Essential”
that you carry.
Being Inclusive
Businesswomen are “people
persons”—they fill this role nat-
urally because they are comfort-
able relating one-on-one with
people at all levels of an organi-
zation. We make it a point to
know the names and faces of
people we are working with; we
want them to know us and we
want to feel comfortable with
them as well. Sometimes, your
customers or suppliers will feel
so comfortable with you that
they share personal information
which brings the relationship
closer and gives you the oppor-
tunity to be candid and straight-
forward with them about busi-
ness problems when they arise.
Businessmen tend to act
impersonally and do not interact
at all levels; in other words they
are exclusive not inclusive. For
women the term “inclusive” car-
ries with it an implicit acknowl-
edgement that “people come
first.” By being inclusive with
every business contact—
whether customer, supplier, or
employee—the natural talents
that women apply to business
give them a decisive edge.
Never underestimate the
strength of leadership that we
possess by championing the
maxim of being inclusive which
carries with it an implied under-
standing that people come first.
Being Resourceful
Every business has its ups
and downs and in one of my
companies the downs seemed
never ending. One of the most
important business skills—and a
talent that women seem to be
able to handle better than men,
is juggling lots of balls in the air
at one time. Women problem
solve the same way—they think
about several options instead of
zeroing in on one, toss them
around in their head, weigh
alternatives, consider several
points of view, and come up
with more than one way to pro-
ceed. Here’s how being
resourceful temporarily solved
my business problem when I
discovered I couldn’t cover pay-
roll for the 200 employees that
worked in my company.
My solution was to stretch
payment to my large suppliers
past their seven-day terms one
day at a time until my company
was actually paying them in 14
or 21 days. I figured out that if
they demanded payment in full
immediately, and we could not
pay it, they’d eventually force
my company into bankruptcy,
which would end their chance of
getting paid in full. Their only
other option would be to accept
my offer and extend my pay-
ment terms—and it worked!
For more information visit
www.briefcasedssentials.com.
Women...
continued from pg. 23
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JERRY D. MEADS  NEW WORLD INTERNATIONAL WINE COMPETITION
Presents
A WINE EXTRAVAGANZA • GOLD MEDAL SHOWCASE & AUCTION
HILTON ONTARIO AIRPORT
700 N. HAVEN AVE., ONTARIO CA 91764
Sunday, June 5, 2011 • 4:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.
DONATION: $65.00 • AT THE DOOR: $75.00
Please make checks payable to:
Pomona Valley Habitat for Humanity
(Building Houses, Building Hope)
OR
The Unforgettables Foundation
(Assisting families with the burial costs on the saddest day of their life...the loss of a child)
NO ONE UNDER 21 WILL BE ADMITTED—Business Attire—No Jeans, No Shorts, No T-Shirts—Dress Code Enforced
a true luxury resort and has earned a
Triple A 5-star designation. That
puts the resort in a pretty exclusive
club because only a few resorts in California have achieved that sta-
tus.
“As a golfer I really appreciate their great championship course,”
writes Michael Baker from Santa Barbara. “Their spa is incredible for
my wife, and the kids love
Camp Ojai! Plus there are
great hiking and biking trails
and the cute town of Ojai is
so charming.”
Sydney, Australia resi-
dent Mark Coyne remem-
bers the quality service.
“The staff were absolutely
fantastic and could not do enough for us. I tried the spa for some
exercise, massage and jacuzzi and came out floating in the clouds.
The Monday night footy at the pub was great with fantastic buffalo
wings.” He recalled how the resort’s general manager’s wife volun-
teered to take his wife shopping at the nearby premium outlets.
Jodie Brescia of Alamo Bay wrote that she and her husband are
empty-nesters always looking for unique getaways. They have lived
in California 30 years and had never heard about Ojai. “We just
couldn't believe why we hadn’t heard about this place before. The
white washed buildings surrounded by a brilliant green golf course
took our breath away. This is exactly the atmosphere we were look-
ing for,” she wrote.
“From the valet staff to the reception, the check-in service was
impeccable. Just when we thought it couldn’t get better, we open our
room door. WOW.....it was the most beautifully designed, spacious
hotel room we’d ever stayed in (and we’ve stayed in many 5 star
resorts).”
Kareen O'Bryan recently moved to Ojai and stayed at the inn for
a few weeks while waiting for her new house to be ready. “The staff
was fabulous, our room was gorgeous and the whole property was
spectacular. There was lots to do for the kids, my husband loved the
golf course and I could not go past the spa. It is only a short drive to
Santa Barbara and the biggest outlet shops I have ever seen in
Camarillo.”
Los Angeles resident Lauren Linde was also impressed with the
Ojai Valley Inn: “Aside from its beauty and the park-like grounds, the
entire experience is luxury all the way. The service is impeccable, and
you are always welcomed in your room by some fruit, wine, bottled
water, etc. You do not feel nickel and dimed.
“The advantage of this remarkable place is that you have the feel
of a private B&B with all the amenities of a great hotel. I love going
there, and have been many times. Each has been special in its own
way. Finally, it is enclosed and safe. I can allow my 12-year-old to
walk around the grounds without fear. And so close yet so far from
L.A.--Heaven!”
For more information on the Ojai Valley Inn & Resort, go to
www.ojairesort.com or phone 1-888-697-8780.
Aurora Park Cottages
Aurora Park Cottages is in the beau-
tiful wine country city of Calistoga, and
Aurora Park offers individual cottages,
each with a spacious, private deck.
Aurora Park pampers their guests with
luxurious down-filled beds, cozy over-
stuffed chairs, a mini-fridge, coffee-
maker and a morning basket of scones,
croissants and fresh fruit.
“We’ve been there several times and have always had wonderful
service from the innkeepers, Joe and Celeste,” wrote Carole Peterson
from Pleasanton. “The cottages are very comfortable and I like that
they are separate cottages instead of a room in someone’s house.”
Ohio resident Luanne Johnson writes that the location is ideal:
“It’s close to downtown Calistoga but far enough away to be peace-
ful and quiet. Each cottage has a private deck with a spectacular view
of the Palisades and the furnishings in the charming cottages are both
comfy and deluxe. But what makes it really special are the innkeep-
ers, Joe Hensley and Celeste Ford. They are definitely the host and
hostess with the mostest.”
For more information on Aurora Park Cottages, visit their web-
site at www.aurorapark.com or call 1-877-
942-7700.
Rankin Ranch
Rankin Ranch, located 40 miles from
Bakersfield, California and near the
famous Kern River Valley recreation area,
is what used to be called a dude ranch.
Nowadays it’s called a guest ranch and
g u e s t s
Readers...
continued from pg. 44
Ojai Valley Inn & Spa
Aurora Park Cottages
Rankin Ranchcontinued on page 39
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Best-selling Business Books
“The Elements of Power: Lessons
On Leadership and Influence,” 
By Terry R. Bacon; Amacom, New York, New York;
2011; 304 pages; $27.95.
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The
list is compiled based on information received from retail book-
stores throughout the U.S.A.
1. “Strengths Finder 2.0: A New and Updated Edition of the
Online Test from Gallup’s Now, Discover Your Strengths,” by
Tom Rath (Gallup Press…$22.95)(2)*
Discover your strengths and integrate them with your career.
2. “The Accidental Billionaires: The Founding of Facebook: A
Tale of Sex, Money, Genius, and Betrayal,” by Ben Bezrich (Knopf
Doubleday…$18.12) (3)
A business book that’s so juicy Hollywood made it a movie.
3. “Aftershock: The Next Economy and America’s Future,” by
Robert B.Reich (Alfred A. Knopf…$25.00)(5)
The last time so few people controlled the U.S. economy was 1928.
4. “All the Devils Are Here: The Hidden History of the Financial
Crisis,” by Bethany McLean & Joe Nocera (Penguin
Group…$32.95)(1)
The 20-year road to financial meltdown. 
5. “The Big Short: Inside the Doomsday Machine,” by Michael
Lewis; (W.W. Norton…$27.95)(6)
The reality behind The Great Recession. 
6. “Winners Never Cheat: Even in Difficult Times,” by Jon
Huntsman, (Wharton School Publishing…$29.99) (5)
Why integrity is always a competitive advantage.
7. “Delivering Happiness: A Path to Profits, Passion, and
Purpose,” by Tony Hsieh (Grand Central Publishing…$23.90)(7)
Moving an online shoe retailer from survival to $1.2 billion.
8. “Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us,” by
Daniel H. Pink (Penguin Group…$26.95)(9) 
What you thought you knew about motivation may be wrong.
9. “Too Big to Fail: The Inside Story of How Wall Street and
Washington Fought to Save the Financial Systems—and
Themselves,” by Andrew Ross Sorkin (Penguin Group…$32.95)(8)
Does the size of a failing company dictate government rescue?
10. “Crisis Economics: A Crash Course in the Future of
Finance,” by Nouriel Roubini and Stephen Mihm (Penguin
Group…$27.95)(10)
The prominent economist who saw the financial crash coming.
____________________
*(1) -- Indicates a book’s previous position on the list.
** -- Indicates a book’s first appearance on the list.
Author Terry Bacon
believes there are several dif-
ferent kinds of power, but all
share one common factor.
Each type permits the person
who wields power to get
things done. Sometimes the
things that are done help
improve life, profits, educa-
tion, and the arts. Sometimes
they don’t. In short, our abili-
ty to create power to lead a
variety of human activities is
the dynamo that drives in mul-
tiple directions.
Bacon puts forward that
there are three major sources
of power: organizational and
personal. He further
explains…
“People have five sources
of organizational power (role,
resources, information, net-
work, and reputation), five
sources of personal power
(knowledge, expression,
attraction, character, and his-
tory), and one meta-source of
power (will).”
In case you may at first
think that this book is dry the-
ory at best and, therefore, dull
as a result, Chapter One would
be a good time to put on your
seatbelts.  It not only bristles
with names such as Nobel
Peace Prize winner Aung San
Suu Kyi to Ann Coulter, who
may be as far away from a
Nobel Peace Prize as it’s pos-
sible to get. 
Each chapter highlights the
“Key Concepts” it contains as
well as “Challenges for
Readers” where you’re asked
to answer five or more ques-
tions about your experience
with using one of the power
dynamos or simply recalling
seeing the effectiveness a
power technique used on you. 
The chapters grow in inter-
est as you read through the
book, until you reach the seg-
ment on the “one meta-source
of power” (will). This is
“Chapter 12, Increasing Your
Voltage—How to Become
More Powerful.” This is where
he challenges his own “batter-
ies” and other electrical power
metaphors. Bacon states:
“There is one important
difference, however, between
batteries and people. Unless a
battery is recharged, it begins
its useful life with a maximum
voltage rating and its
power is depleted as the bat-
tery is used. With people it is
the opposite. We start life with
relatively little power but have
the ability to increase our
‘voltage’ throughout our lives.
In this chapter, I describe
ways you can increase your
sources of power, as well as
some of the ways those power
sources can be diminished. At
the end of the chapter, I
include a Power Sources Self-
Assessment to help you meas-
ure the relative strength of
your power sources.”
It’s in this portion of the
book that Bacon highlights
what not to do if you want to
boost your power, as well as
what you should do to gener-
ate it. In this respect the book
focuses on the power of posi-
tive thinking to help you reach
a goal, and how negative
thinking will divert you from
it. Bacon expresses his atti-
tude toward will power this
way:
“What diminishes this
power source? You do. This
power source depends entire
on your will. You can choose
to make a difference or not.
You can choose to lead or to
follow, to be at the front of the
room or at the back, to stay
silent or to speak up, to take
the initiative or wait for some-
one else to do it. Nobody can
give you will power and no
one can take it away. It is
entire up to you.”
There’s far more to “The
Elements of Power” than
meets the eye. It’s designed to
be more of a resource for mul-
tiple re-readings than a “read-
through and forget” book. The
people he cites as examples
(some in a negative sense) are
mostly alive and successful,
even those that you and the
author may heartily dislike.
His point is that each of these
people learned how to use (or
misuse) power for their own
purposes. And some even
learned how to use power for
the good of humanity. 
“The Elements of Power”
is a banquet of ideas on the
use of power for the price of
an inexpensive dinner for two.
It even has the added advan-
tage of being both tasty and
healthful.
--Henry Holtzman
March 2011
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minimize the effects and deaths
from stroke is to memorize the
acronym “F-A-S-T” and know
what it stands for, said Karen
Tse-Chang, RN, stroke coordi-
nator. Stroke is an emergency
and requires FAST action.
Know the symptoms and signs
of stroke—F for Face—a facial
droop or uneven smile; A for
Arm—arm numbness or arm
weakness; S for Speech—
slurred speech or difficulty
speaking or understanding oth-
ers; and T for Time—Call 911
quickly and get to your nearness
certified Primary Stroke Center.
Pomona...
continued from pg. 7
chaser of goods and services in
the U.S., just because you don’t
know the rules. Learn the rules
and get in the game. Your profit
and loss statement will be glad
you did.
For more information,
please visit www.fpiteam.com or
call 352-854-4015.
Where Is the...
continued from pg. 17
step closer to achieving the
Partnership’s goals,” said
Emil Marzullo  of the City’s
Economic Development
Agency. 
About IVDA
The Inland Valley
Development Agency (IVDA)
is a regional Joint Powers
Authority comprised of the
County of San Bernardino and
the Cities of San Bernardino,
Colton and Loma Linda. The
purpose of the IVDA is to
effectively redevelop and
reuse property in and around
the former Norton Air Force
Base; revitalizing the area for
the economic benefit of the
east valley. 
About SPG Solar Inc. 
SPG Solar Inc. is a leading
developer of distributed solar
projects for large commercial,
government and public energy
users. Located in Novato,
California, SPG Solar Inc. has
been providing unique solar
solutions to its customers for
nearly a decade. SPG Solar
Inc. currently manages more
than 1,500 solar system instal-
lations in Arizona, California,
Colorado, Florida, New
Jersey, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
and Texas. For more informa-
tion on SPG Solar Inc. and
distributed solar power,
please visit
www.spgsolar.com. 
About SCRIP
SCRIP, Inc. is a non-profit
501 ©(3) community develop-
ment corporation. This corpo-
ration was formed for the pur-
pose of lessening governmen-
tal burdens by providing assis-
tance to public and private
sector entities in their efforts
to promote the green develop-
ment and redevelopment with-
in the East Valley Region of
San Bernardino County, but
only to the extent that such
purpose constitutes exclusive-
ly charitable, scientific and
educational purposes. 
Solar Panels...
continued from pg. 11
are treated pretty darn well at
Rankin Ranch, where 75 percent
of the clientele are people who
have stayed at the ranch before
and just keep coming back for
more.
It’s a family-run operation,
with Bill Rankin and his kids
rolling out the red carpet—or
the hay, as it were—to welcome
guests of all stripes and persua-
sions. Some are “horse people”
and others just revel in the
atmosphere that includes some
of the best scenery in California.
The meadows and pine forests
are picture-perfect and there are
plenty of recreational opportuni-
ties in the immediate area.
For guests, you can be as
busy or laid-back as you want it
to be. It’s easy to stay busy with
daily horseback rides, hiking,
swimming and lots of social
activities that go along with the
home-cooked meals. You won’t
be sitting in your room watching
TV because there is no TV.
Los Angeles resident Shawn
Harrington wrote to tell us that
the Rankin Ranch offers the
“friendliest staff on earth” and
that the Rankins immediately
make you feel like family. “It’s
the best food imaginable and
offers the rest and relaxation we
all need now and then. Once you
arrive, you don’t want to leave.”
Teresa Phillips wrote that
Rankin Ranch is her family’s
favorite getaway and, again,
pointed out how the Rankins
treat their guests like family.
“It’s the best hospitality ever!!!
And the best food too!!!”
For more information on
Rankin Ranch, go to www.rank-
inranch.com or phone (661)
867-2511.
Readers...
continued from pg. 37
other sensors whose signals are
sent back to a base. Newer
Predator models are now fitted
with missiles and other types of
ammunition.
The testing of the
Dreamliner and Predator at
SCLA are just a few of the many
exciting, new projects. GE con-
tinues to test its engines at
SCLA. Cal Fire’s DC-10 Super
Tanker plane is currently sta-
tioned at SCLA as well and is
instrumental in fighting wild
fires in the San Bernardino area
and beyond. The open air space
and clear weather are just some
of the many reasons why com-
panies are choosing SCLA as
the place to test, maintain, and
house their aircraft.
Victorville...
continued from pg. 14
(STTR) proposals with new
clients; collaborating more
closely with California’s
Centers for International Trade
Development (CITD) and U.S.
Export Assistance Centers; and
opening a new satellite loca-
tion in North Orange County.
“This is yet another exam-
ple of the Small Business Jobs
Act putting proven tools in the
hands of America’s entrepre-
neurs and small businesses,”
said SBA Regional
Administrator Elizabeth
Echols. “SBA’s network of
900 SBDCs continues to play a
critical role in helping them
grow businesses and create
jobs. I’m pleased these
resources will foster innova-
tion and increase the exporting
activity of companies in
Southern California.”
“Our resource partners like
the SBDCs are an integral part
of the SBA family,” added
SBA District Director
Adalberto Quijada. “By
bringing on consultants with
expertise in targeted areas like
exporting and technology com-
mercialization who can provide
hands-on technical assistance
to small businesses, they will
continue to be a true resource
for small businesses looking to
grow their customer base,
increase profits, and create
jobs.”
SBA...
continued from pg. 2
ing and promoting cities as cen-
ters of opportunity, leadership
and governance. NLC is a
resource and advocate for
19,000 cities, towns and vil-
lages, representing more than
218 million Americans.
Mayor Randon...
continued from pg. 32
In November, Balqon
Corporation, a California
developer and manufacturer of
zero-emission heavy-duty
electric vehicles and drive sys-
tems, and Winston Battery
jointly showcased their drive
systems and battery technolo-
gies at The World Electric
Vehicle Symposium and
Exposition in China. The com-
panies demonstrated the
world’s first all-electric recre-
ational vehicle, with a range of
200 km on a single charge.
The 45-foot RV can be fully
charged within 20 minutes, as
compared to 8 hours using tra-
ditional methods.
Winston...
continued from pg. 18
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A & R HOME
IMPROVEMENT
3274 GARDEN DR.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404
ABOVE IT ALL MARINE
256 STATE HWY
STE. 173
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CA
92352
AMERICAN RE
APPRAISAL NETWORK
INC
7365 CARNELIAN ST.
STE. 208
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
ARROW VALLEY
CLEANING AND
MAINTENANCE
28850 CEDAR DR.
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CA
92352-1844
ATS APPRAISALS
FASTRAK APPRAISAL
25470 33RD ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92346
BANNERS & MORE
116 N RIVERSIDE AVE.
RIALTO, CA 92376
BARRICADES ETC
11662 2ND ST.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
BASSETT HOME
FURNISHINGS
4175 E. INLAND EMPIRE
BLVD
ONTARIO, CA 91764
BEST LUBE & TUNE
BEST LUBE N TUNE
16319 FOOTHILL BLVD.
FONTANA, CA 92336
(909)823-4060
BEST WESTERN YUCCA
VALLEY HOTEL & SUITES
56525 TWENTYNINE PALMS
HWY
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92287
BETHEL CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
9134 MANGO AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
BLUE JAY ANTIQUES OF
ARROWHEAD
187 HWY
STE. 173
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CA
92352
CALIFORNIA PROPERTY
APPRAISALS
15691 SLEEPY OAK RD.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
CLM PLANNING &
EDUCATION
LITTLE LEARNERS
FAMILY CHILD CARE
1042 N TURNER AVE,
STE. 214
ONTARIO, CA 91764
COMPTECH
34070 MARIPOSA ST.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
GDA HEALTHCARE
STAFFING
GDA STAFFING
27600 ATLANTIC AVE. 
STE. 447
HIGHLAND, CA 92346
GORRA’S PRODUCE
21307 BEAR VALLEY RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
GVD-GUFFEY
PARTNERS II
32755 HWY 18
RUNNING SPRINGS, CA
92382
HAIR RAGE
125 CAJON ST.
REDLANDS, CA 92373
HEADLINES HAIR DESIGN
555 N. BENSON 
STE. A
UPLAND, CA 91786
HORNDOG
PRODUCTIONS
5168 SUNDANCE DR.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
INLAND WHOLESALE
750 E. CENTRAL AVE. 
STE. 1
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92408
IRON INDUSTRIAL
ORNOMENTAL MEX
1288-B MT. VERNON
COLTON, CA 92324
L/C SALES LCS
14754 FOXFIELD LN.
FONTANA, CA 92336
LA COSINITA PAISA
1445 E FOOTHILL BLVD.
UPLAND, CA 91786
LA SIERRA MOTORS INC
814 W VALLEY BLVD.
RIALTO, CA 92315
LANDSCAPING 4 LESS
16516 RANDALL AVE. 
STE. B
FONTANA, CA 92335
CLM PLANNING &
EDUCATION
LITTLE LEARNERS 
FAMILY CHILD CARE
1042 N TURNER AVE.
STE. 214
ONTARIO, CA 91764
M & R AUTO GLASS
9406 MANGO AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
MACS CUSTOM
FLOORING
310 ALABAMA
STE. A
REDLANDS, CA 92373
MARCELLE &
ASSOCIATES, INC
1549 SOUTH LAUREL AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91762
MEMORIES INK 1
16312 ARROW HIGHWAY
FONTANA, CA 92335
MISTER FISH
FERTILIZER
6375 LINDA LEE
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284
MORRIS WELDING
360 ANNANDALE DR.
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CA
92352
NO STRINGS ATTACHED
WIRELESS
7373 EAST AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92336
PACIFIC CENTRAL
CAPITAL
14665 TEXAS CT.
FONTANA, CA 92336
PAVLINA’S CLEANING
SERVICES
30597 LIVE OAK
RUNNING SPRINGS, CA
92382
QUICK PICK LIQUOR
15215 SEVENTH ST. 
STE. A
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
RALLY MOTOR SALES
INC
822 W. VALLEY BLVD.
RIALTO, CA 92316
ROMANITOS AUTO SALES
1511 W. MISSION BLVD.
ONTARIO, CA 91762
S & A TOBACCO
3045 S ARCHIBALD AVE.
STE. G
ONTARIO, CA 91761
SAM’S LIQUOR &
MARKET
902 N. CENTRAL AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
SANTOS AUTOMOTIVE
18111 VALLEY AVE.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
SCOTT & SONS
784 W MARIANA ST.
RIALTO, CA 92376
SO CAL ISLANDS
785 S GIFFORD
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92416
STRENGTH FOR STEVE
15235 BEARTREE ST.
FONTANA, CA 92336
TEAM FIRE PROTECTION
COMPANY, INC
7231 BOULDER AVE.
STE. 545
HIGHLAND, CA 92346
UTOPIA YOGURT
57746 29 PALMS HWY
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284
VETTES & RODS
1034 N MOUNTAIN AVE.
STE. B194
UPLAND, CA 91786
WIC CREDITORS
641 AGNES DR.
BARSTOW, CA 92311
XCELLNT PLUMBING CO
7796 PEACOCK AVE.
HIGHLAND, CA 92346
(909)379-8042
A AND C CLEANING
SERVICES
15111 PIPELINE AVE.
STE. 153
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
ALLIED STUDIOS
501 MAPLE LN.
STE. 1438
SUGARLOAF, CA 92386
AREA 54
SJB PRODUCTIONS
582 W VALLEY BLVD.
STE. 12
COLTON, CA 92324
(909)817-7800
ARROWBEAR PROPERTY
CARE
33469 MUSIC CAMP RD.
ARROWBEAR, CA 92382
ARTE
4448 FOXBOROUGH DR.
FONTANA, CA 92336
ATTITUDES SALON
13692 APPLE VALLEY RD.
STE. 230
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
B A HERNANDEZ
1039 W CONGRESS ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92410
BLUE PALM
CORPORATION
2329 N. ORANGE AVE.
RIALTO, CA 92376
BONITA GLOSTER &
ASSOCIATES MORTGAGE
& REALTY, INC
BONITA GLOSTER
MORTGAGE
BONITA GLOSTER
REALTY
17361 EAST VIEW DR.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
CALL GEORGE
11163 CACTUS AVE.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
CASA CAMACHO
TAQUERIA
1438 W FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. A
RIALTO, CA 92376
(714)715-5507
CHENLA MARKET
718 E FOOTHILL BLVD.
RIALTO, CA 92376
(909)421-0925
CLS HYDRO-SWEEP
926 W PHILADELPHIA ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91762
COLLECTIVE
INVESTMENTS
6035 MIRA VISTA LN.
FONTANA, CA 92336
CONTRACTOR ACCESS
2750 EAST MISSION BLVD.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
CRESTCO INDUSTRIES
7010 PENNY CT.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
CURVES
34366 YUCAIPA BLVD.
STE. C
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
DE LA CREME INTERIORS
12223 HIGHLAND AVE.
STE. 226
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
DEEPVISION
ENTERTAINMENT
7828 N HAVEN AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
ENGAGE REALTY
7201 HAVEN AVE.
STE. E-387
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91701
FOOTHILL MORTGAGE
2377 W FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. 7
UPLAND, CA 91786
FOUNTAIN PLACE
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION
133 E VINE ST.
REDLANDS, CA 92373
GIFT & SMOKE SHOP
10700 FOOTHILL BLVD,
STE. 140
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
GUS MARKET
8922 BEECH AVE.
STE. E
FONTANA, CA 92335
H&H PERFORMANCE
5932 FALLING TREE LN.
ALTA LOMA, CA 91737
HEALTH SAFE
INSURANCE
INFINITY RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
6521 SCHAEFER AVE.
STE. 1
CHINO, CA 91710
HOME GUIDE REAL
ESTATE
14485 SENECA RD.
STE. 101
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
INES BALMORI DBA
JAN-PRO FRANCHISE
OWNER
5969 LITTLE OAK CT.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
INFINITE VISION
PIXWIZ MEDIA
15330 FAIRFIELD RANCH RD.
STE. E
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
INNOVATIVE ESCROW
3400 INLAND EMPIRE 
STE. 200
ONTARIO, CA 91764
JC TRUCKING
2772 N. BERKELEY AVE.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92405
JK ASSOCIATES
13195 BRANT RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
JOE’S CONCRETE
PUMPING
3423 DYNELO ST.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
JP’S VILLA MEXICAN
GRILL
7750 PALM AVE.
STE. S
HIGHLAND, CA 92346
JS & LT BUILDERS
TERRAZAS & SUQUETTE
DEVELOPMENT
12188 CENTRAL AVE.
STE. 597
CHINO, CA 91710-2420
KB HOME SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
4431 ONTARIO MILLS
PARKWAY
ONTARIO, CA 91764
LEET STAR DESIGN
7486 CIBOLA TRAIL
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284
MAC’S CUSTOM
FLOORING
310 ALABAMA ST.
STE. A
REDLANDS, CA 92373
MAS MAGAZINE
1408 S GROVE AVE.
STE. E
ONTARIO, CA 91761
MAXIMUS NAILSPA
4190 E 4TH ST.
STE. A-3
ONTARIO, CA 91764
MIKE’S FLOORS & MORE
JANITORIAL
40455 PARADISE VIEW
BARSTOW, CA 92311
NICO ELECTRIC
754 N LA PALOMA AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91764
O G CABALLO LIFT
SERVICES
17407 HOLLY DR.
FONTANA, CA 92335
(562)450-7077
ONLINE WHEEL OUTLET
12223 HIGHLAND AVE.
STE. 226
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
ORIGINAL AUTO CENTER
17855 FOOTHILL BLVD.
FONTANA, CA 92335
PHCA T R&D
12401 3RD ST.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
March 2011
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WYZE CAT BUSINESS
SERVICES
1857 EUCALYPTUS ST.
PERRIS, CA 92570
SLADKY, GAEL PETETTE
1857 EUCALYPTUS ST.
PERRIS, CA 92570
MARY ELLEN PHOTOS
6759 EVERGLADES ST.
CORONA, CA 92880
GONZALEZ, MARY ELLEN
6759 EVERGLADES ST.
CORONA, CA 92880 
SOLAR SERVICE CENTER
53630 AVENIDA NAVARRO
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
SLATER, BRANDON
MICHAEL
53630 AVENIDA NAVARRO
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
ACACIA
333 S INDIAN CANYON
STE. G AND H
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
GOODMAN, GREGORY S.
91 VIA SANTO TOMAS
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92270
GARDEN ROSARIO
10 CHARLES ST.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
ROSARIO RAMIREZ,
ANASTACIO IGNACIO
10 CHARLES
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
AMBOS MUNDOS HAIR
SALON
1548 A 6TH ST.
COACHELLA, CA 92236
ESPINOZA LEYVA,
GABRIEL
701 BROOKSTONE DR. 
STE. 203
CHULA VISTA, CA 91913
MESIA, MARIELENA
701 BROOKSTONE DR. 
STE. 203
CHULA VISTA, CA 91913
RLP ENTERPRISES
80382 GREEN HILLS DR.
INDIO, CA 92201
PECH, ROBERT LEE
80382 GREEN HILLS DR.
INDIO, CA 92201
WELL CONNECTED
1498 VALIANT
SALTON CITY, CA 92274
GARCIA, 
HUMBERTO LUIS
1498 VALIANT AVE.
SALTON CITY, CA 92274
JJ PARIS  “A FRANCHISE
OF NAVTHAT”
3612 VISTA VERDE
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
JJ PARIS LLC
3612 VISTA VERDE
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
DESERT PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
79448 CALLE PROSPERO
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
DORIA, LEOPOLDO
79448 CALLE PROSPERO
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
DESERT PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
79448 CALLE PROSPERO
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
DORIA, NANCY ANNE
79448 CALLE PROSPERO
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT WORKS
79448 CALLE PROSPERO
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
WEST ASSOCIATION
MANAGEMENT
5005 CHICAGO AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
WEST, CYNTHIA
DELIGHT
5005 CHICAGO AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
AFFORDABLE SIGNS
1800 N SUNRISE WAY
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
CHANDRASENA, VIJITH
LALINDRA
1800 N SUNRISE WAY
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
AFFORDABLE SIGNS TO
GO
1800 N SUNRISE WAY
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
CHANDRASENA, VIJITH
LALINDRA
1800 N SUNRISE WAY
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
“LIFE-LIKE” DENTURES
AND PARTIALS
74-420 HIGHWAY 111 
STE. 1
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
HOTTINGER, JOHN
HOWARD DDS
8 MOON LAKE DR.
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92270
HOLIDAY LIGHTING
DESIGN & DECOR
68805 PEREZ ROAD 
STE. F32
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
BLUMBERG, MARK
ALLAN
7 KING EDWARD CT.
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92270
AFFORABLE HOME
LOAN'S
37353 RUTLAND ST.
INDIO, CA 92203
SHORT, MARK JOHN
37353 RUTLAND ST.
INDIO, CA 92203
SULLIVAN, DENNIS
JAMES
14178 HOMESTEAD DR.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
REALTY PLUS
37353 RUTLAND ST.
INDIO, CA 92203
SHORT, MARK JOHN
37353 RUTLAND ST.
INDIO, CA 92203
REALTY PLUS
37353 RUTLAND ST.
INDIO, CA 92203
JESSE’S APPLIANCE
45-120 OASIS ST.
INDIO, CA 92201 
FLORES, JESSE TORRES
69-100 MCCALLUM AVE.
STE. A234
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
FIT WITH FIDO
43-900 PORTOLA AVE.
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
TRUE, ARTHUR ALLEN
20975 SKY RIDGE RD.
SKY VALLEY, CA 92241
FIT WITH FIDO
43-900 PORTOLA AVE.
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
TRUE, NANCY ANN
20975 SKY RIDGE RD.
SKY VALLEY, CA 92241
DIAMOND MAINTENANCE
WINDOW CLEANING
31319 VICTOR RD.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
SO FRESH AND SO CLEAN
32785 CATHEDRAL
CANYON DR.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
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PLANS AND SCHEMES
12223 HIGHLAND AVE.
STE. 226
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
POOL INSPECTOR OF
INLAND EMPIRE
466 ORANGE ST.
STE. 313
REDLANDS, CA 92374
REALTORS OF AMERICA
3400 INLAND EMPIRE
BLVD.
STE. 200
ONTARIO, CA 91764
REALTY WORLD ALL
STARS
9821 WHIRLAWAY ST.
ALTA LOMA, CA 91737
REYES COIN LAUNDRY
2848 W RIALTO AVE.
RIALTO, CA 92376
ROYAL EAGLE SERVICES
12938 NEWPORT ST.
HESPERIA, CA 92344
(760)669-0277
RP PROPERTIES
2790 BRAWLEY RD.
PINON HILLS, CA 92372
RWC AND ASSOCIATES
9442 JACK RABBIT DR. 
STE. 102
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
S &M CARPETS
2394 DITTO DR.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
SAVECO
15469 DUPONT ST.
CHINO, CA 91710
SHOE STOP
1445 E FOOTHILL BLVD.
UPLAND, CA 91786
SPORTS COURT SERVICES
2294 KENDALL DR.
STE. F-2
SAN BERNADINO, CA 92407
SPRINT WIRELESS
4320 E MILLS CIR. RD. 
STE. C
ONTARIO, CA 91764
STANDARD OF PRACTICE
634 N LANCEWOOD AVE.
RIALTO, CA 92376
TACO D’ORO
16157 SAN BERANARDINO
RD.
FONTANA, CA 92335
TAX OFFICE-SENIOR
ASSIST
31514 YUCAIPA BLVD. 
STE. A
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
A.G HANDYMAN
14816 CLOVIS ST.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92394
A.G. RECORDS
1533 W 11TH ST.
STE. 14
UPLAND, CA 91786
ABLE 2 CABLE
1526 UPLAND HILLS DR.
UPLAND, CA 91786
AZURE HILLS DENTAL
GROUP
22575 BARTON RD.
GRAND TERRACE, CA
92313
BAGEL STUFF
165 N HOSPITALITY LN.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92354
BARTON LIQUOR
21900 BARTON RD STE.
STE. 160
GRAND TERRACE, CA
92313
BELTFED
6867 EGRET ST.
CHINO, CA 91710
CLOUDBURST PHOTOS
8441 COMET ST.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
COMFORT CARE
NON-EMERGENCY
MEDICAL
TRANSPORTATION
17705 SHAMROCK AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92336
COMPLETE INTERIORS
P.O. BOX 8502
ALTA LOMA, CA 91701
CREATEUR DESIGN
8250 VINEYARD AVE.
STE. 148
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
D’S URBAN DISCOUNT
8200 HAVEN AVE.
STE. 2114
RACHO CUCAMONGA, CA
91730
DESERT MANAGE
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
13958 COLT CT.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92394
DIAMOND CUTS SALON
19059 VALLEY BLVD.
STE. 114
BLOOMIGTON, CA 92316
DOLPHIN BILLING
SOLUTIONS
7790 ARROYO VISTA AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
DOMESTIC WORKFORCE
9608 BASELINE RD.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91701
EAGLE EXPRESS
TRANSPORTATION
1894 CLEMSON ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
ELITE NAILS
10660 S SIERRA AVE.
STE. D
FONTANA, CA 92337
EMERGENCY VEHICLE
MOBILE SERVICE
18521 VALENCIA ST.
HESPERIA, CA 92345
F.E.I. ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
6372 CHIPOLA CT.
CHINO, CA 91710
G&G TOWING AUTO
SERVICE
19059 VALLEY BLVD.
STE. 510
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
GENESIS FINANCIAL
SERVICES
MISSION MORTGAGE
SERVICES
14144 CENTRAL AVE.
STE. D
CHINO, CA 91710
GOD’S LITTLE 
BLESSINGS FAMILY
CHILD CARE
1574 N PENNSYLVANIA ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92411
GORDOS MEXICAN FOOD
16951 FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. B
FONTANA, CA 92335-3504
HARMONY THROUGH
AYURVEDIC HEALING
2444 SIERRA DR.
UPLAND, CA 91784
HARVEST COMMUNITY
BIBLE CHURCH
HARVEST COMMUNITY
BIBLE CHURCH - CHINO
VALLEY
14144 CENTRAL AVE.
STE. D
CHINO, CA 91710
HERITAGE EDUCATION
PROGRAMS
621 W CRESCENT AVE.
REDLANDS, CA 92373
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RIVAS, NARCISA
32785 CATHEDRAL
CANYON
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
HERRERA’S MOBILE CAR
WASH
53943 MAHOGANY CT.
COACHELLA, CA 92236
HERRERA, GUADALUPE
CONSUELO
53943 MAHOGANY CT.
COACHELLA, CA 92236
ONTRACK FINANCIAL
COUNSELING
77337 PRESTON TRAIL
PALM DESERT, CA 92211
BROWN, THERESA ANN
77337 PRESTON TRAIL
PALM DESERT, CA 92211
IT’S NOT MY FAULT I'M
RICH
18771 OAK PARK DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
LAWRENCE, KUTRINA
DYNELL
18771 OAK PARK DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
ONPOINT FINANCIAL
SERVICES
170 N. MAPLE ST. 
STE. 108
CORONA, CA 92880
GSW FINANCIAL
PRODUCTS INC
170 N. MAPLE ST. 
STE. 108
CORONA, CA 92880
TORRES JUMPERS
23551 BAY AVE.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
TORRES, ISRAEL
23551 BAY AVE.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
COMPUCABBIE
23697 SWAN ST.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557
KIM, HENRY YOUNG-KIM
23697 SWAN ST.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557
ABSOLUTE SYNTHETICS
19782 ROTTERDAM ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
WEBB, EARL WARREN
19782 ROTTERDAM ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
OLIVO
26490 ABORETUM WAY
STE. 1402
MURRIETA, CA 92563
VOCCOLA JR, ROBERT
JOSEPH
26490 ABORETUM WAY
STE. 1402
MURRIETA, CA 92563
SBC CONSTRUCTIVE 
SERVICES
30375 MOONLIGHT CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92591
BUSBY, STEVEN LEE
30375 MOONLIGHT CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92591
PREMIER AIR CO
3691 NYE AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
GARCIA, JORGE
3691 NYE AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
DIAMOND W
CONTRACTORS
21285 SHOEMAKER DR.
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
WILLETTE, PAULA
21285 SHOEMAKER DR.
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
WILLETTE, WALLY
21285 SHOEMAKER DR.
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
STUDIO 951 HAIR SALON
24490 SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
STE. 109
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
WATTS, NATALIE
14620 SHADY VALLEY WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
FILES DONE RIGHT
18566 HILLDALE LN.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
BARTLETT, VALERIE ANN
18566 HILLDALE LN.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
MYSTYLEWEARS
551 RAPIDSPRINGS DR.
STE. B
CORONA, CA 92880
TECH, BRANDON DARSEY
551 RAPIDSPRING DR.
STE. B
CORONA, CA 92880
MIMI’S STYLE
1886 EL NIDO AVE.
PERRIS, CA 92571
GARCIA, IRMA
1886 EL NIDO AVE.
PERRIS, CA 92571
PREFERRED PERSONNEL
9661 MISSION BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
MNB SYSTEMS, INC.
9661 MISSION BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
ANDY HANDY PROPERTY
MAINTENANCE
3541 CALIFORNIA AVE.
NORCO, CA 92860
CHASE, DEAN LEROY
3541 CALIFORNIA AVE.
NORCO, CA 92860
LAKE NAILS
26100 NEWPORT RD. 
STE. I-16
MENIFEE, CA 92584
BUI, HONG THI TUYET
12919 GERRARD ST.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
PURE INTERVENTIONS
INTERNATIONAL
18451 COLLIER 
STE. A
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
SHARIF, LEE
20739 DANIELLE CT.
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
SMI SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
5741 MAPLE VIEW DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
MUNOZ, STEVEN 
VINCENT
9469 PEAR CT.
HESPERIA, CA 92345
KEEFER CONSULTING
6149 BLUFFWOOD DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
GARDNER, KEITH
EUGENE
6149 BLUFFWODD DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
PRO TOUCH 
RESIDENTIAL
41951 REMINGTON AVE.
STE. 110
TEMECULA, CA 92590
GOLDSTEIN, CRAIG
MATTHEW
15111 WAVECREST DR.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
PRO TOUCH 
RESIDENTIAL
41951 REMINGTON AVE.
STE. 110
TEMECULA, CA 92590
SCHROEDER, REBECCA
MARIE
15111 WAVECREST DR.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
JUAN'S DISCOUNT TIRE’S
1120 G ST.
PERRIS, CA 92570
HERNANDEZ, JUAN
PARRA
24838 MASLINE ST.
BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706
RIO ELECTRONIC & 
FURNITURE
25211 SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
STE. D-10
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
KO, SANG HYUN
5042 WILSHIRE 
STE. 518
LOS ANGELES, CA 90036
BRIAN G. ROBANCHO
45234 WILLOWICK ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
ROBANCHO, BRIAN 
GASPAR
45234 WILLOWICK ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
BRIAN G. ROBANCHO
45234 WILLOWICK ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
ROBANCHO, DELIA
PLATA
45234 WILLOWICK ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
Y. K TIFFANY JEWELRY
25211 SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
STE. A-11
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
LIBERTY TAX 
SERVICE #2697
1469-B S. SAN JACINTO
AVE.
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583
HILO, SAM TAY
107 EATON CT.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92408
SAVEAPOLE INDUSTRIES
2575 MAIN ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
FAUST, JERRY LEE
17289 MARIPOSA AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
528TH QUARTERMASTER
BATTALION
30844 E GREEN DR.
MURRIETA CA 92563
LAUGHLIN, JOHN DAVID
30844 E GREEN DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
PEDI-A GO-GO
822 FINNEGAN WAY
PERRIS, CA 92571
NGUYEN, LAN NGOC
822 FINNEGAN WAY
PERRIS, CA 92571
D & M ENTERPRISES
7101 JURUPA AVE.
STE. 8
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
DANI, JANOS
16266 BRIGHT MORNING
CT.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
DANI, SUSAN HELEN
16266 BRIGHT MORNING
CT.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
HOUSE OF B.B.Q. RIBS
451 MAGNOLIA AVE.
CORONA, CA 92879
SALGADO PATRICIA
BRITO
440 E. OLD MILL RD.
CORONA, CA 92879
B.B.Q. HOUSE
451 MAGNOLIA AVE.
CORONA, CA 92879
YBARRA GEMIMA
CAMACHO
275 E. MISSION RD.
CORONA, CA 92879
BIG WILLY'S TOW
27459 CANTERBURY ST.
SUN CITY, CA 92585
MATOS, DOLORES YANEZ
27459 CANTERBURY ST.
SUN CITY, CA 92585
TOWING ALL DAY
27459 CANTERBURY ST.
SUN CITY, CA 92585
MATOS, WILLIAM JAVIER
27459 CANTERBURY ST.
SUN CITY, CA 92585
JONVANESS DAY SPA &
SALON
25920 IRIS AVE.
STE. 10A
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92551
CAMARGO, MARGARITA
ROSETTE
16025 NIPPET LN.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92551
MICHELE ENTERPRISES
40168 VILLAGE RD. 
STE.1312
TEMECULA, CA 92591
MICHAELS, LYNNE
MICHELE
40168 VILLAGE RD.
STE. 1312
TEMECULA, CA 92591
WEST COAST HOME
INSPECTION
29776 SKI RANCH ST.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
ESPINOZA, FRANK
29776 SKI RANCH ST.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
CRISTOFANI
3992 10TH ST.
STE. B
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
CRISTOFANI, LINDSEY
KATE
3992 10TH ST. 
STE. B
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
REDHAWK PIZZA
FACTORY
31725 TEMECULA
PARKWAY
TEMECULA, CA 92591
REDHAWK PIZZA LLC
38321 OAKTREE LOOP
MURRIETA, CA 92562
ROYAL KINGDOM
PRESCHOOL AND CHILD
CARE
19752 SHADOWBROOK
WAY
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
LNR SMITH INC
2023 CHICAGO AVE. 
STE. B-18
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
FOULARD FOUNDATION
27090 CORNELL ST.
HEMET, CA 92544
EITZEN, RONALD DALE
27090 CORNELL ST.
HEMET, CA 92544
EITZEN, VALERIE GAIL
27090 CORNELL ST.
HEMET, CA 92544
ELLIOTTS’ FOR PETS
6744 BROCKTON AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
GRAY, MARK SAUNDERS
16925 OBSIDIAN DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
JP IMPEX
38242 SHADOW CREEK DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
RUBIO, NOEMI
22781 DEER RUN CT.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
AVA JAMES CATERING
31850 DELFINA WAY
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
MAUE, ANDREA LEIGH
31850 DELFINA WAY
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
HANAMAGA
37574 NEW CASTLE RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
O’CHOA JR., PEDRO
LONG
37574 NEW CASTEL RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
THE NEW AND
IMPROVED
37574 NEW CASTLE RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
O'CHOA, GLENDEE
CAMET
37574 NEW CASTLE RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
KINKADE PROFESSIONAL
LANDSCAPE
23995 FIVE TRIBES TRAIL
MURRIETA, CA 92562
ALLEN, MICHAEL
JOSEPH
23995 FIVE TRIBES TRAIL
MURRIETA, CA 92562
SPOONERZ
41560 AVENIDA BARCA
TEMECULA, CA 92591
FALLON, RACHELLE
CATHERINE
41560 AVENIDA BARCA
TEMECULA, CA 92591
4 RENT MANAGEMENT
31263 HANOVER LN.
MENIFEE, CA 92586
FALKENHAGEN, DEBRA
ANN
31263 HANOVER LN.
MENIFEE, CA 92584
TOP MANAGEMENT
31263 HANOVER LN.
MENIFEE, CA 92586
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Inland Empire ADDY Awards Gala Coming on March 11
AAF-Inland Empire’s
Premier Event to be held at the
Historic Mission Inn
The winners have been noti-
fied and the excitement is build-
ing for the 2011 AAF-Inland
Empire ADDY Gala. The
awards will be given at the
Historic Mission Inn in
Riverside on March 11. The
reception where you can view
all the entrants will begin at 6:00
pm, followed by dinner and the
awards show.
Reservations need to be
made in advance. You can
download the order form from:
aaf-inlandempire.com/addys/
With over 100 categories
covering all aspects of advertis-
ing, the AAF-Inland Empire
ADDYs® are the first step in
the advertising industry's largest
and most representative compe-
tition, attracting over 50,000
entries every year in local
ADDY competitions. 
Conducted annually by the
American Advertising
Federation (AAF), the local
Inland Empire ADDY® Awards
is the first of a three-tier, nation-
al competition. Concurrently, all
across the country, local entrants
vie for recognition as the very
best in their markets.  At the sec-
ond tier, local winners compete
against other winners in one of
14 District competitions.
District winners are then for-
warded to the third tier, the
national ADDY® Awards com-
petition. Entry in the Inland
Empire ADDY® competition is
the first step toward winning a
national ADDY®.
Empire.”  
“Our alliance will allow the
Inland Empire Business
Council and the Inland Empire
Public Sector to work with The
Community Foundation to
expand the resources available
to fill the numerous needs of
our region. It will give us a
greater opportunity to convince
outside grant groups and agen-
cies that they should put greater
funding into our region. This
Partnership is based on exten-
sive input from regional stake-
holders and represents the best
model for serving the needs of
the businesses and residents of
Riverside and San Bernardino
Counties,” said Granillo.
“It is ambitious, but the
needs of the Inland Empire
make it a necessity,” said Dan
Rendler, chairman of the board
of IEEP and regional director of
The Gas Company.
The Mission of the Inland
Empire Economic Partnership
is to help create the two-county
region’s voice for business and
quality of life. The Inland
Empire Film Commission and
the Inland Empire Small
Business Development Center
are other key divisions of the
Partnership.
For more information go to
http://www.IEEP.com/
Inland Empire...
continued from pg. 19
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Readers select their top three getaways for 2011
By Cary Ordway
The readers of
CaliforniaWeekend.com have
chosen their favorite California
getaways going into 2011. The
top three vote-getters couldn’t
be three more different experi-
ences so there is no doubt there
is something for everyone in this
year’s winners.
Topping the field this year
was the luxurious Ojai Valley
Inn & Spa, located in the small
Cottages, a wine country retreat
in Calistoga. And rounding out
the top three was Rankin Ranch,
a family-run Southern
California guest ranch that has
been popular with visitors for
generations.
Among the getaways receiv-
ing the most nominations this
year were Curry Village at
Yosemite National Park, the
Pink Mansion, an intimate bed-
and-breakfast in Calistoga, and
El Capitan Canyon, a unique
luxury tent-camping experience.
Also nominated were the famed
Bacara Resort of Santa Barbara
and Honor Mansion, a wine
country getaway in Healdsburg.
The top rankings were tal-
lied by combining reader
response with other reputable
rankings, giving special weight
to the readers who took time to
send in their nominations and
comments about the various get-
away experiences they have had
throughout the state of
California. This is the first of
what will be an annual ranking
by CaliforniaWeekend.com.
If you’re wondering just
why the top three ranked so
highly, here are some of the
comments along with informa-
tion about each of the award-
winners:
Ojai Valley Inn & Spa
The Ojai Valley Inn & Spa is
a luxury resort, long known as a
golfer’s haven but now also
renowned for many other major
resort amenities. It’s a little off
the beaten path, about 13 miles
off Highway 101 near Ventura.
It’s located in the spectacular
Ojai Valley—only about 10
miles long and three miles wide,
but famous as an artists’
enclave. The resort is on 800
sprawling acres including the
inn, its village and the golf
course.
The Ojai Valley Inn & Spa is
community of Ojai, not far from
Santa Barbara along the
Southern California coast. If
bed-and-breakfast inns are your
preference, the second-place
winner this year is Aurora Park
continued on page 37
